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ports have long been a part of the fabric of American culture.
From the sandlots to the playing fields of organized, competitive
sports, athletes of all shapes, sizes, ages and skills go the gyms,

pools, fields, rinks and other sports facilities every day. Coaches,
administrators and social scientists discuss the positive benefits of
sports, including fitness, leadership development, and athletic
accomplishment. Without question there are many positive experiences
to be had and shared. A child’s successful experience in sports has been
seen by many as a leading indicator of a lifelong interest in sports and
fitness. But with the rewards of sports participation come a range of
risks.

The American legal system has grown to view sports risks differently
over the past four decades. This change, which places greater
responsibility on coaches and administrators alike, has led to awareness
that risk, and the accompanying potential for injury, is a fundamental
element of sports participation. Leaders of nonprofit programs, whether
sports programs directly or other nonprofit groups that sponsor sports
or recreation opportunities, must be acutely aware of the environments
in which they operate and know the essentials that will enable them to
protect themselves, their programs and, most importantly, the athletes
who participate with them.

Typically, only the largest nonprofit organizations have the financial
and human resources to support a full-time risk management
professional. More commonly, risk management is assigned to someone
in the organization who has other daily responsibilities. This book is
written to address the known and unknown concerns that face
organizations and those who manage them without the benefit of
in-house, professional assistance.

The Greatest Risk

S

The greatest risk you face is the one you don’t know about.

—David Mair
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Preface

This book aims to help the program administrator and leader, whether
in a sports organization or other nonprofit entity, determine effective,
practical methods for understanding and managing the risks that are
inherent in sports and recreation programs. Our hope is that the
information in this book will give you greater confidence as you set
about planning and implementing meaningful recreation programs for
your clients. As you review the material in this book, keep in mind that
your goal in managing risk in a sports or recreation program is to
identify risks and take practical measures to minimize downside risks,
while maximizing opportunity and positive outcomes for your players,
your organization and the community you serve.
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CHAPTER 1

Overview of Risk and Risk
Management in Sports

R

All management is risk management.

—Douglas Barlow

isk is inherent in any sports or recreation program. No program,
even those perceived as the safest, can avoid accident, injury or
adversity, or the potential for these events to unfold. Our legal

system expects and requires sports organizers, administrators and
coaches to develop programs that anticipate and manage foreseeable
risks. The way coaches, officials and administrators address risk is what
often makes the difference between safety and injury. Risk management,
therefore, is an essential governing and management function—as
important as planning, budgeting and creating schedules. In some cases,
however, risk management issues become a relatively low priority as an
organization focuses its principal attention on attracting new players,
recruiting and training coaches, raising funds, and building better
facilities to name a few.

In sports, risk management requires the understanding that we cannot
completely remove the potential of risk or injury without changing the
fundamental nature of the sport itself. In ski jumping, we cannot
eliminate the potential of a fall on landing without removing either the
need to land or the jump that creates that need. With baseball, we
cannot eliminate the potential for being hit by a pitch without also
eliminating the pitch. We cannot eliminate the potential for a collision
between players in many team sports without removing other members
of their team or the entire opposing team. Eliminating risk altogether is
the least viable option in most risk management efforts. As is true in
other nonprofit programs, taking steps to minimize the negative
consequences of risk should generally be the principal focus of
attention. Keep in mind that there are many elements of downside risk
that can be effectively controlled in a sports or recreation program.
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Defining “Risk”

The tactical viewpoint:

...the probability of harm or loss or

the perception that harm or loss has

occurred, accompanied by a measure

of the potential loss.

Risk Defined and Applied
Before exploring the management of risk, we need to start with a
definition of risk itself. For years, risk was viewed as a boundary
separating the realm of safe conduct from that of hazard, damage or
injury. That view, however, oversimplifies the nature of risk, especially
as it relates to sports.

Example: A northern city has interstate highways, with posted speed
limits of 60 miles per hour, which pass through its center. How different
is the risk of driving the posted speed on a sunny July afternoon in
contrast to driving the same speed on a snowy and icy evening in
December during rush hour? The key here is that changing conditions
change the nature of the risk, shifting the “safe line.”

The same is true in sports. A situation which may be perceived as safe
when proper equipment is available changes when the equipment
available is damaged, improperly worn, or does not fit the player. A
helmet which provides adequate protection when in proper condition
and of proper size is not effective when broken or worn improperly.

There are many definitions of risk being used by professionals, many of
which are subject to debate. These include a strategic view, which
sees risk as the measure of the possibility that the future may be
surprisingly different from what we expect; a tactical view, which is
the set of factors that influences, either positively or negatively, the
outcome of a process; and a logistical view, which sees risk as a
hazard and attempts to avoid or control it in isolation.

For nonprofit leaders and sports and recreation administrators,
each of these definitions holds an important application. For
members of a nonprofit board, who are responsible for marketing,
fundraising, and overall management, the strategic view is
essential. It recognizes the need to seize upside risks, while

minimizing adversity and downside risks in order to advance the
organization towards achievement of its mission. For the administrator
and coach, tactical and logistical viewpoints are equally essential. The
logistical viewpoint focuses on the potential for a hazard to exist that
may increase the potential for damage or injury. The tactical viewpoint,
in particular, can be defined as the probability of harm or loss or the
perception that harm or loss has occurred, accompanied by a measure of the
potential loss.

Why Risk Management?
Simply stated, nonprofit organizations should manage risk in order to
protect vital assets, including people, property, income and goodwill. A
number of organizations have further refined their rationale for
embracing risk management. The American Society for Testing and
Measurement writes, “The first standard that should be in effect for any
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organization is the safety of its constituents.” The United States
Olympic Committee describes its commitment to risk management as
“To protect the assets, people and resources of the Olympic Movement
in America.” Each of these statements recognizes that risk and its
effective management is central to success and to a continuing
capability to meet the organization’s mission.

Many leaders in the nonprofit and business worlds think of risk
management as the process of purchasing adequate insurance. While
insurance is one of the tools available for financing risk, the risk
manager’s job is not solely the purchase of insurance. The job of the risk
manager is to evaluate risk and minimize the risk of loss or harm, while
maximizing opportunities for success. Consider the relationship of
insurance to overall risk management differently: Once insurance must
be used, some harm has already occurred. It is the risk management
function that seeks to minimize or prevent that harm.

Risk management must be a central aspect of any organization’s
strategic management. It is the process by which the organization
systematically identifies, evaluates, monitors and reports on its efforts to
ensure that its goals and objectives are able to be met. Risk management
must be integrated into the culture of the organization and led at the
highest levels of volunteer and employee management. It will be
affected by actions and environments both inside and outside of the
organization. Internal factors for sports organizations may include
financial resources, governing policies, equipment, and coaches’
abilities. External factors may include weather, facility availability,
participant skill changes and spectators.

Risk management may be as narrow or as broad as the organization
allows it to be. It can be as narrow as the risks associated with a
particular sport, or expanded in scope to include business processes and
practices that can affect the entire organization. It is the latter approach
we will address here.

Guiding Principles

Some principles that guide an effective risk management approach for
organizations that conduct sports and recreation programs include:

❑ There is no reward without risk taking.

While a cliché, this is especially accurate for sports. There is no
opportunity to participate without a willingness to accept exposure to
the inherent risks of a particular sports activity.

❑ Risk management must not become an excuse for sitting on the sidelines.

Effective risk management seeks to find ways to provide for safe
participation based on an understanding of the risks, rather than to be a
convenient means to refuse to undertake an activity. The exceptions are
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those situations when the potential for loss is so great or the
consequence so significant that avoidance is the only prudent course of
action. For example, there may be a risk of food contamination
associated with a chili cook-off fundraiser; however, that risk is
manageable. It is very different from a demolition-derby fundraiser in
which racers enter their personal autos.

❑ Risks cannot be managed unless they are fully understood.

This aspect of the risk management process is both fundamental and
essential. Understanding the basic risks an organization faces requires
mostly time, rather than money and expertise. A small group of people
integrally involved in the day-to-day operations of the nonprofit can
work together to first identify and then understand the organization’s
principal risks. In some cases, a nonprofit may need to reach out to
obtain outside help understanding specific areas, such as law, insurance,
or the risks of a specific sport or set of activities.

❑ A disciplined, consistent approach to risk management will beat a
changing strategy.

In some nonprofits, a single incident leads to a significant change in
direction. While it is always important to evaluate incidents that result
in a loss to the organization, it is equally important to understand
whether that loss was inherent to the activity or whether it was caused
by external circumstances or by individual error that can be corrected.
For example, an auto collision involving a late-night drive back from a
game may not be a reason to prohibit late-night driving, especially if the
cause of the accident was the fault of the driver in a second auto. Travel
conditions must be considered when developing policies for
rescheduling events. Similarly, an injury occurring during the hurdles
race at a track meet is not reason to eliminate hurdling from the event.
In many cases, an incident evaluation will provide the basis for
determining how to better conduct the event in the future. For example,
for younger participants the height of the hurdle can be lowered to
reduce the risk, while maintaining the event.

❑ Risks should be discussed.

Risk should be communicated well throughout the organization. It is
not enough simply to have a committed risk management approach.
The organization must communicate both its commitment and its
policies and practices to ensure that they are effectively available,
understood and applied by everyone in the organization. Keeping a lid
on the risks the organization faces does little good: risks that deserve
attention will be ignored, and opportunities to protect the nonprofit’s
vital assets will be lost.
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The Risk Management Process
The risk management process consists of five important steps.

1. Establish the context—the first step involves examining the mission,
history and culture of the nonprofit to gauge how the risk
management program should be structured to increase the potential
of its success. The team that has come together to work on risk
management should also consider how broad in scope the risk
management effort will be, given the organization’s resources and
needs. For example, some nonprofits begin risk management by
focusing on a particular area, such as client safety, while others
endeavor to examine governance and operational functions.

2. Appraise risks—the process continues with identifying exposures to
events which cause outcomes different than expected. This step
typically begins with listing a wide range of risks and then continues
with distinguishing between concerns that require immediate
attention and those that pose negligible threats to the nonprofit’s
mission and survival.

3. Decide what to do and communicate your decision—the team working
on risk management evaluates alternative methods for addressing
the nonprofit’s exposures and selects the most appropriate (practical,
affordable and effective) alternative for each targeted exposure.

4. Act on your decision—the organization implements the strategies the
risk management team has selected, such as a new screening process
for volunteers, a new policy concerning bystanders at games, or the
purchase of new safety equipment.

5. Follow up and adjust—the final step in the risk management process
requires the monitoring of results (How is the new policy working?).
Strategies that are not working as expected should be changed to
meet the needs of the organization and new strategies should be
adopted to fill gaps.

In sports and recreation, the risk management process involves:

❑ considering the environment in which the sports program operates,
including its resources, the nature of activities offered, the
nonprofit’s past history with accidents and loss, its perspective on
risk taking, and the experiences and skills of participants and their
ability to handle issues that arise.

❑ reviewing the places that damage or injury can occur to people,
property or the nonprofit’s reputation.

❑ evaluating possible protective equipment and policies to protect
participants from injury, and selecting one or more of the possible
alternatives.

❑ implementing the selected rule change or equipment use.
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❑ communicating changes in policy and equipment use to coaches,
administrators and event/game officials to ensure consistent use and
application.

❑ monitoring the results, including periodic review to ensure that
protective equipment, for example, remains in good condition for
use.

Risk Management Costs: What Do You Have to
Lose?

The following table demonstrates that the cost of loss to a sports or
recreation program may be characterized in two distinct forms. Hard
costs are the tangible, measurable costs associated with a particular
incident or development. Soft costs potentially have long-term negative
impact on the ability of the program to continue to achieve its mission.
For instance, imagine being a sports organization that receives negative
publicity after the media spotlight focuses on sexual abuse of athletes by
a veteran coach. An organization’s legal and insurance costs can be
measured, but the nonprofit’s loss of participants and supportive
volunteers can have a far greater impact on the program. Notice as well
that insurance coverage may be an effective means of protecting against
the damages of the hard cost items; however, insurance payments may
be of little benefit with respect to those in the soft cost column. There is
no insurance policy available to restore a nonprofit’s damaged
reputation.

Hard Costs/Direct Soft Costs/Indirect

Theft or loss of financial assets Goodwill

Increased costs or reductions in Image & reputation
     revenues due to a loss

Loss of volunteers
Damage to property &

physical assets Diminished morale

Bodily injury to persons Replacement time

Damage to property of others Loss of clients or participants

Costs of legal actions Lost time while recovering
     from damage

6

Chapter 1
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But It Was an Emergency!

It’s well documented that people

behave differently under crisis or

emergency conditions. In examining

whether a person’s conduct was

negligent, the emergency

circumstances are considered.

However, it’s important to recognize

that nonprofits, such as others under

the law, must anticipate emergencies

or risk a finding that the failure to do

so was negligent. For example, a

nonprofit recreation program that

owns a swimming pool must anticipate

the possibility that a service recipient

using the pool will encounter difficulty

that could lead to drowning and must

take reasonable steps to prepare for

such an emergency.

Chapter 1

Factors That Effect Both Risk and Risk Management
Often as important as the risks themselves are other factors that impact
organizations and their risk management efforts.

Degree of Risk

For your organization, this may be seen as the
nature of the activities you conduct, the number of
times they occur, the number of participants of all
kinds involved, or the combination of all three.
While there is no precise formula by which degree
of risk in a sport or recreation program is calculated,
it is fair to state that the more decentralized an
organization‘s program administration, the more
participants that are involved, and the greater the
potential damage resulting from both inherent and
other risks, the greater the degree of risk.

Organizational Commitment

Organizations whose senior management,
employees and volunteers understand the need for
risk management and are committed to it are
considerably less likely to suffer regular, avoidable
losses, as well as occasional catastrophic losses.

Changing Nature of Litigation and Regulation

Into the early 1970s, lawsuits against nonprofits in general and
nonprofit sports organizations specifically were truly rare. That is no
longer the case. Today, every state legislature, as well as the federal
government, have taken steps to provide some protection for volunteers
working for nonprofit organizations. Because all of these laws provide
only limited protection and generally only for volunteers, it remains
important for organizations to effectively understand and manage the
risk of litigation. In general, most of the immunity laws protect only
volunteers serving nonprofits. Protection for nonprofit organizations is
generally limited to caps on damages that may be found against a
nonprofit, rather than general charitable immunity, which is insulation
from suits due to an organization’s charitable status. While the defense
of charitable immunity remains in a couple of states, it does not provide
fail-safe protection against a suit or judgment.
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Changing Nature of Expectation

Only a few years ago, a national coaching program estimated that 70
percent or more of the youth sports coaches in the United States had no
formal preparation in coaching and no medical-response training.
Today, when parents leave their children or other family members in
sports programs, especially where coaches are trained or certified, they
expect a safe environment that returns the people back to them
unharmed. When the program fails to meet that expectation, legal and
other action may follow.

Financial Resources

The resources a sports or recreation program has access to can have
many risk management implications, including the ability to purchase
insurance, the ability to provide thorough training, the ability to
conduct background checks for staff and volunteers, and the ability to
sustain a loss. Financial resources vary from one organization to the
next. Throughout the country there are numerous sports groups that are
well-financed entities with access to a wide range of professional
resources. Yet there are thousands of small, volunteer-run sports and
recreation programs that have very limited financial resources. All these
organizations can proactively manage risk, although the strategies each
organization selects and the implementation process each chooses will
differ.

Human Nature

Despite any organization’s best intentions, policies, training or practice,
people will occasionally do something that violates those and leads to
unintended harm. Because people are an integral part of operations,
organizations need to plan in advance to address the consequences of
misbehavior as a means to protect the organization’s ongoing mission.
Sports and recreation programs must be diligent in considering all of
the people who have the potential to affect the likelihood that a risk
will materialize. An organization must consider the behaviors and
actions of the people over which it exercises some direct control:
coaches, administrators and athletes or participants, and also the
behaviors of parents, bystanders and supporters.
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Risk Management Affects all Sports

If you play by risk management rules, your athletes, coaches, parents, spectators,

managers, trainers, and sports or recreation program will come out winners. Playing to

Win provides a playbook for all kinds of sports.

❑ Archery

❑ Badminton

❑ Baseball

❑ Basketball

❑ Boxing

❑ Bowling

❑ Cycling

❑ Darts

❑ Equestrian (riding,
jumping, dressage)

❑ Fencing

❑ Football (American)

❑ Gymnastics

❑ Golf

❑ Handball

❑ High Jump

❑ Hiking

❑ Hockey (ice, field, street)

❑ Ice Skating (figure, dance,
racing, hockey, curling)

❑ In-line Roller Skating

❑ Jai alai

❑ Lacrosse

❑ Martial arts (judo, tae
kwon do)

❑ Polo

❑ Racquetball

❑ Riflery

❑ Rock climbing

❑ Rugby

❑ Sailing

❑ Skateboarding

❑ Snowmobiling

❑ Snow Skiing (slalom,
downhill, racing,
jumping)

❑ Soccer

❑ Softball

❑ Squash

❑ Surfing

❑ Swimming (aquatics,
polo)

❑ T-Ball

❑ Tennis

❑ Track and Field

❑ Volleyball

❑ Wall Climbing

❑ Waterskiing

❑ Windsurfing

❑ Wrestling

❑ Others

9
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The Risk Management
Process and Tools

s highlighted in Chapter 1, the risk management process
consists of five steps. This chapter will explore these steps in
greater depth and demonstrate the application of each in

preparation for dealing with specific areas of risk.

Step 1—Establish the Context
Just as a gardener who ignores the importance of proper soil preparation
and cultivates acid-sensitive plants in highly acidic soil risks poor
results, failure to thoughtfully consider the context for an organization’s
risk management program could lead to disappointment down the road.
Instead of a multifaceted program that reduces injuries at the
nonprofit’s recreation facility and enables it to expand its menu of
services, the risk management program may be doomed to fail even
before the first loss-prevention or risk-financing technique is put to the
test. To increase the odds of success and establish a suitable foundation
for the activities to follow, a nonprofit should begin by looking at its
history, culture and operations. The questions that follow will help you
get started.

❑ What has been the history of risk management in your sports or
recreation program? What lessons have you learned from past
attempts?

❑ What is the risk-taking culture of your agency? Do you tend to shy
away from risks and pursue the most conservative course of action?
Or do you sometimes take risks carelessly without giving adequate
consideration to losses that might stem from risk taking?

❑ What is the general attitude of the members of the board of
directors? Do they readily support the development of a risk
management program, especially one that considers both downside
and upside risks? Are they driving the creation of a program or

A
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simply following the staff’s lead? Are they willing to be involved in
policy-level activities related to risk management? Or have they
expressed a desire to place full responsibility for the program on the
shoulders of the staff? Do they take active responsibility for knowing
the major risks and how the organization must respond to them?

❑ How are paid and volunteer staff likely to react to the
announcement that the agency will be undertaking a risk
management program? Will there be volunteers amongst the staff
eager to serve on a risk management committee?

❑ What is the culture of the organization with respect to safety and
risk management? Do you already have a track record of identifying
and addressing dangers or will this be the first effort?

❑ What breadth of effort is likely to enjoy most success at this time?
For example, is starting with one operational area (such as, financial
management or volunteer recruitment) a good approach to easing
into the discipline of risk management, or would it make more sense
to start with a comprehensive, organization-wide program that
systematically engages all areas or departments within the
nonprofit?

❑ Is a single person assigned both responsibility and authority for the
risk management program?

Answering these questions will allow you to create a profile of your
organization that will be invaluable as you proceed with the remaining
steps in the process. For example, if you are likely to face resistance from
members of a staff that perceives the organization as policy-heavy, you
need to focus on practical risk management strategies that do not
require voluminous documentation. In another instance, if the board
feels that risk management is simply an administrative task, you need to
include an examination of governance risks in the program.

Step 2—Appraise risks
Exposure identification can come through a variety of methods,
including reviewing information available from several sources. These
sources can include:

❑ Your organization’s experience. What has been the overall experience
of your sports or recreation program? What is the history of the
regional or national organizations to which your local group
belongs?
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❑ A key leader’s personal experience. You may have someone in a
leadership position whose past experience may raise issues that you
have not yet faced. There may be a group like yours or one that
conducts similar sports programs that has experience you could use.
Information about swimming risks, for example, can be gained from
local park programs, competitive swim teams, schools with
swimming pools and programs, other nonprofit groups with pools
and programs, and USA Swimming, the Olympic National
Governing Body for the sport.

❑ Past loss experience. Look at insurance claims and losses, as well as
incidents that resulted in injury but no claim. Incident review is one
of the best early-warning tools available. Such a review may expose
potential situations that have not yet resulted in insurance claims.

❑ Your insurance company’s or broker’s experience. Your insurance
professionals will often be in a position to see more broadly than
you, and can be an
invaluable resource in this
regard. Ask them what they
see in comparable programs
or activities.

❑ Complaints and/or suggestions
from participants, spectators
and others involved in or
surrounding the program. One
of the greatest resources
every organization has is
the person or group of
persons who complain;
these individuals may be
pointing out the potential
for negative action or result,
while suggesting action
your nonprofit could take to
avoid these undesirable
outcomes.

Which of the following risks
exposes an organization to
potential loss?

A. a first-time participant

B. a participant with a known
hazardous medical
condition

Transportation Tips
Before transporting your athletes to their practice field or their

event, establish procedures for walking in urban areas, crossing

streets, and meeting up if the group gets separated at a traffic

light.

Perform your due diligence in selecting either the people driving

the participants in their own or your vehicles, or the

transportation company. For your own drivers, check driving

records in the current state of residence and prior states if the

driver has recently moved to the area.

Create a policy that requires staff and volunteers to provide a

copy of their drivers’ licenses and insurance cards if they use a

personal vehicle in their scope of work. The reason is twofold.

1. The coverage on the vehicle involved in the accident will

always respond first. Your agency’s nonowned vehicle coverage

is excess over the coverage the employee has purchased.

2. You do not want to be in the position of having to explain why

you authorized someone with a suspended license to drive on

your behalf if they are involved in an accident while driving for

you! This could be both embarrassing and result in a judgment

for negligence against your agency.

If hiring a transportation company to transport participants, make

certain that:

1. The company has adequate insurance coverage.

2. The company’s drivers are trained and licensed to drive the

size and type vehicle that you are renting.

3. You inquire about their accident and safety records.
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C. teams that have a history of close final scores and whose coaches
publicly state they don’t like the other team or its coach

D. a team of first-year players with a coach who was recruited because
no other coach was available

The answer to this question is all of the above. In A and D, the first-year
participants may not have a complete appreciation of the inherent risks
of the sport. The participant in A complicates the risk as a waiver and
release may not be seen as fully effective since the athlete may not
understand the inherent risks. Address this conduct through a preseason
orientation meeting to discuss the risk with athletes and their parents.
The participant in B presents a special risk for the organization, which
may require the use of a special medical release that should focus both
on the presence of the medical condition and that the participant has
been briefed by a medical provider about the risks of participation. The
situation in C has potential for issues to arise separate from play,
including the risk of violence. The organization should have a plan in
place to respond to situations that may spread away from play. The
situation in D adds the element of an untrained coach who is trying to
teach basic skills in the sport. The organization should conduct a basic
coach-training program. Another concern in D is that the coach’s
background may make him or her unsuitable for the program.

Risk Management Tools

Most risk management strategies fall under one of four general
categories: risk acceptance, risk avoidance, risk control and mitigation,
and risk sharing. In many situations strategies that straddle two or more
categories may be appropriate.

A. Risk Acceptance

Risk acceptance in sports is guided by three overriding principles:

1. The risk is deemed so minimal that the organization could support
losses from its own financial resources.

2. The risk is so tightly inherent to the sport that any change would
fundamentally alter the nature of the sport.

3. The risk is widely understood by all participants.

Examples of risks accepted in sport include:

❑ falling off a jumping horse in equestrian events,

❑ a fall from a gymnastics apparatus when the athlete has received
proper skill training, or

❑ colliding with a teammate while blocking in football.
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B. Risk Avoidance

Risk avoidance means exactly what the words imply, that the risk is
deemed significant enough that the entire activity should not be
conducted. It also includes discontinuing an event when changing
circumstances cause a previously acceptable activity to no longer be
acceptable.

Examples of risk exposures that a nonprofit might decide to avoid
include:

❑ sponsoring a motorcycle demolition derby as a fund-raising event,

❑ holding a golf tournament during a storm with lightning present,

❑ transporting athletes to a tournament in blizzard conditions,

❑ discontinuing the use of a venue that no
longer meets the sport rules for use of that
facility (Note: This can be a difficult
decision for sports organizations,
especially where there are a very limited
number of facilities available.),

❑ having athletes perform skills for which
they have received no training, or

❑ operating a swimming program at a
recreation facility when the nonprofit
cannot retain qualified lifeguards.

C. Risk Control and Mitigation

Risk control and mitigation involve
identifying ways to alter the chance of a
negative risk materializing or the negative
consequences if the risk materializes. This is
the most commonly used of the four
categories, both individually and in
combination with the others in this group.
Risk control and mitigation provide a means
to lessen an exposure or reduce the potential
for damage which was decreased in order to
enable the desired activity to occur.

Examples of risk control and mitigation
techniques include:

❑ training coaches to ensure that proper
skills are being taught,

❑ establishing requirements for the use and
inspection of protective equipment,

Blisters, Calluses and Corns

When an athlete’s hands or feet are rubbed the

wrong way, the player can develop a blister, corn

or callus. Proper gloves and footwear can protect

sensitive areas from fighting back against

constant pressure by providing a cushion against

irritation that could bench a player.

Archers, bike riders, rock or mountain climbers,

wind surfers, golfers and horseback riders are

some of the athletes who need to protect their

hands when engaging in their sport. Full gloves,

fingerless gloves, taping and other protective

devices are available.

Athletic shoes are cushioned and supported

differently depending on the use they will get.

Running, aerobic, walking and basketball shoes

may look alike from the outside, but are vastly

different on the inside. So first off, select from

the correct shoes for the sport. Then make

certain the shoes fit the wearer. Feet “grow”

during the day with activity and heat; therefore,

try on shoes in the afternoon. Come prepared

with the athletic socks that you will wear with

the shoes to make certain you get the correct

length and width. Walk around the store in the

shoes. The priciest shoe isn’t always the best fit.

If there’s any pressure anywhere, don’t buy the

shoes.

If you get a blister, callus or corn, you want to

keep pressure off of the area until it heals.

Experienced hikers often carry a roll of Moleskin

Plus™ or Liquid Bandage™ in their first aid kits

for this reason.
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❑ implementing rules focused on participant safety,

❑ requiring the use of age- and skill-appropriate equipment (for
example, impact-dampening baseballs for players just learning to
catch and throw),

❑ selecting facilities based on key protocols to ensure proper playing
conditions, and

❑ providing first responder training—first-aid precautions appropriate
for activity and venue.

D. Risk Sharing

Risk sharing involves the sharing of either responsibility or the costs of
loss to another party. This is most often done through either the
purchase of insurance (a policy is a contract thorough which the
organization transfers part of the financial risk to the insurance
company for a set amount of money) or by contract. Contractual
agreements allow a nonprofit to share the responsibility for a risk
with a vendor, another service provider or with a parent who signs a
participant waiver agreeing not to hold the nonprofit liable in the event
the child suffers an injury while participating in its programs. It is good
policy to always have an attorney review any contract prior to signing as
the effects may be significant.

Step 3—Decide What to Do and Communicate
Your Decision

This step involves selecting from among various alternatives. Of the
possible options your nonprofit faces for addressing risk, you will want
to determine which strikes the best balance between effectiveness and
affordability.

For example:

Racquetball coaches recognize the potential for eye injuries. One
apparent cause of injury is balls striking the face of a player’s opponent,
as the opponent turns to determine the location and flight of a return
shot. Possible alternatives might include:

❑ purchasing accident insurance to cover vision damage,

❑ a rule change to prohibit shots being struck at a level above the
waist,

❑ a requirement for all players to wear protective eye wear,

❑ a rule change adapting both the racquet and ball to slow the speed
of the ball in flight, and

❑ an informational campaign warning of the inherent risk of eye
injury.
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After consideration,

❑ Accident insurance was discounted,
because it did not change the potential for
serious injury.

❑ The rule change prohibiting high shots was
eliminated as it changed a fundamental
defensive strategy and did not remove the
potential for injury that might result from
an inadvertent, yet now penalized, shot.

❑ The rule change adapting the equipment
was eliminated as changing the nature of
the game.

❑ The requirement for the use of protective
eye wear and the informational campaign
regarding the potential injury were each
adopted.

Step 4—Act on Your Decision
This step follows the logical progression of the
risk management process, from conceptual to
specific, from a wide swath of context analysis,
to a list of specific action steps the organization
will take to protect its core assets and take
advantage of opportunities.

Implementing the selected option(s) is often
the most difficult application of the risk
management process. Implementation
involves:

❑ determining the necessary resources,
including financial resources to purchase
equipment, human resources needed to
provide training, and informational
resources needed to develop and distribute
information about the risk control. For
small organizations, generating the
financial resources can often be seen as
difficult, especially in situations where the
newly required equipment is replacing
similar recently acquired equipment.
Likewise, in small organizations the time
burden in developing policy and
communicating it to a larger stakeholder
group may seem daunting.

Chapter 2

Concussion Checklist
An athlete doesn’t need to be knocked out to

have a concussion. If a player gets hit in the

head, a concussion occurs, which is why

helmets are recommended to protect players

when biking, riding an all-terrain vehicle,

skateboarding, riding a scooter, skiing, and

playing contact sports such as football.

Sometimes a concussion lasts a few seconds;

other times the player can get knocked

unconscious for several minutes or longer.

Any concussion could involve serious injury.

Monitor the athlete and have medical

personnel see the player if he or she exhibits

the following symptoms.

Behavior Changes

❑ Inappropriate playing behavior (skating in
wrong direction, shooting on own net)

❑ Drastic change in playing ability

❑ Slow to answer questions or follow
directions

❑ Easily distracted

❑ Unable to do normal activities

❑ Displaying unusual emotions (crying/
laughing)

❑ Personality change

❑ Irritability and low tolerance for frustration

❑ Anxiety and depressed mood

❑ Blank stare

Unaware of

❑ Time

❑ Date

❑ Place

❑ Period or score in the game

❑ Generally confused

Player feels

❑ Dazed or stunned

❑ Dizzy

❑ Sees stars or flashing lights

❑ Vision blurred

❑ Ears ringing

❑ Head aching

❑ Speech slurred

❑ Sick or vomiting

❑ Balance or coordination poor
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❑ conducting training for coaches, officials, parents, athletes and
other stakeholders, as needed, and maintaining records confirming
that those who must know do.

❑ establishing a process to ensure that the new plan is consistently
and continuously carried out.

Step 5—Follow up and Adjust
Few sports and recreation programs are stagnant. Most programs are
constantly seeking and evaluating new opportunities to positively affect
the lives of their clients. This constant state of flux in the nonprofit
necessitates a continuing review of risk management strategies to make
certain they remain viable and appropriate given the new circumstances
facing the organization. If techniques are ineffective, examine why. Was
it from lack of commitment or inadequate awareness? Abandon
techniques that have proven futile or that are simply no longer
appropriate given the new environment. Consider changes, adjustments
and revisions anytime the technique serving an important purpose is
not as effective as it might be.

During this stage, the organization will establish a means to determine
whether the plan is working or whether changes or updates may be
required. In some cases, an adaptation may raise a different, unexpected
exposure, and the organization will require a feedback method to
monitor such risk. For a rule change, the results may be evaluated after a
preseason or a specific early season period. For protective equipment,
the review may be ongoing to determine whether the potential for
injury has been decreased.

Suggested Small Group Exercise

If your sports or recreation program is getting started with risk
management, you may want to practice using the risk management
process. Listed below are exposures for a hypothetical organization. This
is the type of list that a risk management committee might generate
during a brainstorming exercise. Consider discussing each exposure in
turn. Answering the questions that follow will enable you to
demonstrate and practice how a risk management committee moves
through the steps in the risk management process.

Here are some suggested exposures for your group discussion:

❑ Locked doors at a facility that may impede emergency exit

❑ Play on adjacent fields which might permit players from one field to
collide with players, spectators or one another

❑ No policy or practice for inspecting field-of-play conditions, or the
practice is not employed by those responsible
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❑ Improperly maintained or broken equipment

❑ No policy or training to deal with emergency situations, including
weather, earthquake, fire or violent actions

❑ No emergency medical response plan

❑ Venue poorly maintained by owners leading to hazardous
conditions for players or spectators

❑ Areas where electrical equipment may be subject to pooling water

❑ Contracts signed without knowledgeable or expert review

❑ Transportation arrangements made without knowing the driving
record of those selected to drive

❑ Coaches received little training on dealing with athlete injuries

❑ No policy for inappropriate coach-participant interaction

❑ Parental complaints that children are unsupervised when the coach
is called away from the playing field

Here are suggested questions that will be helpful in discussing the
exposures described above.

1. What is the significance of the exposure: What could happen as a
result? What is the likelihood of the risk materializing? What impact
on stakeholders is likely if the event occurs? Is it a low impact
incident or high impact incident? (Step 2)

2. What alternative courses of action are available to address the
exposure (remember the four categories in your discussion)? (Step 2)

3. What alternative seems to present the best option for addressing the
risk and how will the organization implement the alternative it has
selected? (Steps 3 and 4)

4. How should the organization communicate and follow-up on its
decision? (Step 5)

19
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n this chapter we look at some of the essential elements for
developing a risk management strategy and structure for a sports
organization. We will also lay the groundwork for some of the

specific issues of concern that will be the subjects of future chapters.

The management of risk at the most common program level—the
grassroots, local or individual team/club/affiliate—is critical for sports
organizations. Not surprisingly, losses, whether injury, property damage
or a lawsuit, most frequently arise from this level of the organization’s
activities. At the elite levels of sport, the most highly skilled athletes are
being trained by the best coaches, watched over by highly trained and
experienced officials and playing in excellent venues. The converse is
often true in local sports programs. Developing athletes are learning and
testing new skills; the playing venues are more often selected by
availability, rather than quality; coaches may be well-intended parents
or other volunteers who coach so that children can play; officials, like
the players and coaches, are beginning a new aspect of their sports life;
and practice venues may not look anything like their more well cared
for competitive cousins. At the local level participant numbers alone
create a greater potential for injury or damage. Yet it is at this level that
we have the least generally available information with regard to risk
analysis, assessment and control.

It is essential that sports and recreation program managers take an
active role in creating an effective risk management framework. Policies
and procedures developed by policy-level leaders may be out of touch
with the reality of running the program. Risk management policies and
strategies should always be developed with the involvement of people
with day-to-day responsibility for the program or activity. Developing
policy statements, easily implemented administrative structures,
checklists and communications tools can make a positive difference in
both establishing and managing the risk management role. The easier

CHAPTER 3

Risk Management
Essentials for Sports and
Recreation

I
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you can make it for sports program volunteers to ensure that
participants can play safely, the better off your program will be.

Risk Management Policy

An effective risk management policy statement will consist of four
fundamental elements:

1. the mission and focus of risk management.

2. the importance of and reasons for risk management.

3. support provided by the national or other higher level organization.

4. services provided by parties arranged to help and how to access
those services.

In crafting the policy statement, the use of both positive statements (for
example, “to ensure that our services are available to participants both
today and tomorrow…”) and negative ones (for example, “to protect
ABC Nonprofit from adverse legal action…”) can be effective. The
statement may also be targeted at preserving the assets of the
organization and the individuals involved with it. The policy statement
can be as simple as a reminder that safety is the first priority in
conducting activities. It might go on to describe the areas of potential
damage that might arise accompanying a loss. The policy statement
might include a reference to the organization’s mission and purpose. For
example, a risk management mission statement for a community-based
after-school recreation program might read as follows:

The ABC Community Recreation Center is committed to providing a safe,
supportive environment that provides opportunities for children to exercise,
have fun and learn sportsmanship skills during the after-school period. The
Center commits to ensuring that respect for and safety of participants is
paramount to the delivery of its programs.

From a basic policy statement, an organization may proceed to develop
a risk management program addressing a wide range of concerns. One
approach is to assemble key aspects of the risk management program in
a notebook. The outline of the organization’s risk management program
might look like this:

S A M P L E

ABC Nonprofit’s Risk Management Program

I. Why safety and risk management are important to
ABC Nonprofit

II. Key personnel (committees or groups are involved
in developing and monitoring the risk
management program)
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A. Risk management and safety committee

B. Playing rules and equipment committee

III. ABC Nonprofit’s insurance program

IV. Programs that support our safety and risk management
commitment

A. Coaching and officiating education

B. Staff screening

C. Volunteer screening

D. Parent education

E. Accident response

F. Confidentiality

V. Rules for safe play

A. Adaptive rules

B. Points of emphasis for coaches and officials

VI. Equipment

A. Sport guidelines

B. Periodic review

C. How to report or replace damaged equipment

VII. Sportsmanship code and expectations

A. Codes of conduct

B. Fair play

C. Spectator behavior

D. Sportsmanship brochure

VIII. Resources

A. Risk management staff

B. Our insurance broker

C. Newsletter safety column

IX. Activity Management

A. Venue selection

B. Scheduling/cancellation

C. Transportation
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Assigning Responsibility for Risk Management
Every nonprofit sports and recreation program must decide who in the
organization will champion risk management and take the lead in
implementing risk management activities. It’s critically important to
approach risk management in a way that ensures that your commitment
reaches all levels of the organization, while at the same time making
certain that there is a lead individual or committee serving as the
coordinator of your efforts. Within the nonprofit sector various
approaches to integrating risk management have been used successfully.
Some of the approaches an organization might want to consider
include:

❑ Designating a single person as the program’s risk manager. In some
nonprofits the risk manager reports to the nonprofit’s finance
director or perhaps the executive director, chief operating position,
or similar upper management post. In some very large nonprofits
the risk manager oversee a risk management department, with direct
reports specializing in areas such as insurance, benefits, loss
prevention, and other critical areas.

❑ Including risk management responsibilities as part of an employee’s or
volunteer’s job description. This approach is increasingly common in
nonprofits that have not historically included the position of risk
manager on their organizational charts. In some cases a nonprofit
decides, perhaps after suffering a large loss, that it makes sense to
designate responsibility for risk management and insurance issues in
a single staff member. Some of the positions most likely to take on
this additional responsibility include the nonprofit’s finance
director, director of operations, deputy director, director of human
resources, director of administration, or special projects manager.

❑ Establishing a risk management committee comprised of paid and
volunteer staff and outside advisors, such as the nonprofit’s insurance
professional, CPA and retained or pro bono attorney. The structure
and work of risk management committees varies based on
organizational culture and practice, as well as the immediate and
long-term needs of the nonprofit. For example, a nonprofit that
wants to find new insurance advisors or obtain insurance coverage
for the first time may make this task the principal activity for its risk
management committee. A nonprofit that has recently emerged
from litigation may decide to direct the committee’s attention to
identifying ways to avoid legal liability. While some committees
look broadly at upside as well as downside risks, many committees
focus narrowly on negative risks or even more narrowly on insurable
risks. In some cases variations in the committee’s level of
involvement and duties is related to whether there is a professional
at the nonprofit who shares responsibility for risk management and
supports the committee’s deliberations. In cases where a staff
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professional works hand in hand with a committee, the committee’s
agenda is more likely to focus on policy issues, rather than the
discussion of day-to-day risk management activities, such as the
implementation of loss prevention measures or the purchase of
safety supplies and equipment.

Typical responsibilities for a risk management committee include:

❑ establishing the goals of a risk management program to be adopted
by the nonprofit’s board of directors;

❑ identifying the major risks facing the organization;

❑ developing risk reduction and loss control strategies for the
organization’s most troubling risks;

❑ recommending a risk financing strategy (or strategies) to the board
of directors;

❑ selecting the organization’s insurance advisor (agent, broker or
consultant);

❑ coordinating the purchase of various insurance coverages for the
organization; and

❑ reporting to the board on a periodic basis the organization’s priority
risks and strategies for managing those risks.

When the risk management committee works without professional staff
support, the committee is likely to have greater operational
responsibilities. The talents the committee members bring to their
deliberations will also affect the work the committee undertakes. When
a nonprofit’s risk management committee includes someone with
experience in the insurance industry, the committee is far more likely to
want to provide leadership in the evaluation of insurance products. The
risk management committee for a youth recreation program whose
members include parents and coaches is more likely to focus on
whether the nonprofit should invest in certain safety equipment or
establish rules governing the selection of venues for athletic contests.
The key to long-term, consistent success is a blended approach that
focuses on both elements concurrently.

In some cases a nonprofit sports program may want to establish a one-
time risk management committee to provide leadership around a special
event. For example, an organization that owns a gymnasium used for
after-school basketball practice may want to establish a special
committee when it decides to take a group of 20 participants on a
1,000-mile trip so that they can participate in a regional competition.

There is no easy way to determine which approach to assigning
responsibility for risk management is appropriate in a particular
nonprofit. Every sports and recreation nonprofit should consider its
culture, financial resources, and unique risk management challenges or
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opportunities in order to determine how best to structure and staff the
risk management function. For large nonprofits with significant,
ongoing risk management challenges, it probably makes sense to create
a position devoted to risk management. In sports organizations that rely
principally on volunteers, creating a risk management committee may
be a practical and effective approach.

Simplicity Is Best
Simplicity of the administrative structure for a risk management
program is paramount, especially for program personnel at the local
affiliate level, often comprised solely of volunteers. Because there is no
action where there is neither communication nor responsibility, as
above, the program must designate a person responsible for risk
management-related activities. That person may be a program volunteer
in the all-volunteer organization or a staff person where a professional
staff exists. In either case, this person needs to be designated and
provided training with regard to the expectations of the role and the
resources available to assist. Where committees exist, the audit or
finance committee may be an effective place to position this
responsibility. In many cases, at the program level, the responsibility
can be supported through a combination of orientation and training
accompanied by a series of checklists that can be completed by program
personnel. These checklists will be discussed later in detail, but may
include:

❑ Governance ❑ Preseason Planning
❑ Venue Review ❑ Special Risks
❑ Incident Reporting ❑ Insurance Coverage

However, the risk management program must be about more than paper
checklists and people assigned to roles. Implementation of a risk
management strategy must be a committed, concerted effort by all
involved where the true test comes not in the implementation or
management but in the trials of accidental injury or other damage. It is
the organization’s sports safety preparations put into practice that now
take center stage. In these instances, the sports administrator, the coach
and the official will be held to his or her own conscience that
everything reasonably possible that could have or was needed to have
been done has been. Such scenarios as the detected but unreported or
unrepaired hole in the playing field in which a player stepped and broke
an ankle, the protective helmet that had a crack (of course, discovered
on a game day) but was worn anyway by the player now struck in the
head with a thrown ball, or the volunteer whose background was not
checked and is now alleged to have abused participants may seem
remote to some until they occur in your program. It is the complete
package of planning, execution and later record keeping that confirms
the program personnel cared and took appropriate action should a
catastrophic situation occur.

“It is the complete

package of planning,

execution and later

record keeping that

confirms the program

personnel cared and

took appropriate

action should a

catastrophic situation

occur.”
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Safety and Injury Prevention Checklist
❑ Sports physical completed for each athlete

Education or knowledge about

❑ rules

❑ safety precautions

❑ equipment

❑ safety gear

❑ skill or technique training

Sport appropriate to athlete’s:

❑ age

❑ weight

❑ build

❑ physical development

❑ skill group

❑ maturity

❑ interest in the sport

Sport-specific safety gear with
proper fit

❑ goggles

❑ mouthguard

❑ shin, elbow, and/or knee pads

❑ helmet

❑ gloves/mitt

❑ shoes

❑ clothing/padding

Sports equipment in good condition

❑ balls

❑ bats

❑ baskets

❑ rackets

❑ goals

❑ saddles, stirrups, reins

❑ boats

❑ (other specific to your sport)

Playing area safe

❑ no debris

❑ no standing water

❑ no holes

❑ no weather hazards

❑ fences maintained in good condition,

no “lips” to cause trips, falls or

unexpected bounces

❑ goals properly secured to ground

Athletic Conditioning

❑ training

❑ warm-up

❑ cool-down

❑ adult supervision

❑ game-rules enforced

Athletes well hydrated

❑ before

❑ during

❑ after the event/game
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Sports Operation Risks

n this chapter we will examine some of the core risks facing sports
organizations and recreation programs, as well as explore methods
to address them. These areas are among the most important for your

organization and addressing them well will take you far in your efforts
to integrate risk management into your day to day operations.

Preseason Planning
As the season approaches, the organization needs to review prior
policies, procedures and practices to ensure that they remain
appropriate, evaluate the need for new ones, and communicate both
new and old to all participants. Even where old policies and practices are
maintained, it is important to remind those involved of their existence
and importance, especially because the turnover of administrators and
coaches in youth sports organizations is often significant from year to
year.

Legal Duties of Coaches
Over the years, the courts have identified a number of responsibilities
for coaches and sports program administrators. These responsibilities
include meeting the duty of care, which translates, in this instance, as
dictating that actions taken by the organization be carried out with the
best interests of participants in mind.

The chart on the next page illustrates some of the duties of coaches.

I
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Legal Duties of Coaches and Administrators

Proper Supervision Proper Instruction

Proper Planning Know the Skills and Limitations of
Participants

Provide a Safe Physical Maintain Current Coaching
Environment Competencies

Provide Proper Equipment Warn of Inherent Risks

Provide Proper First Aid and Keep Records of Planning
Medical Response and Implementation

The following sections address elements that can provide a framework
for your preseason assessment. A sample checklist follows this section.

1. Planning

A. Review and update all policies, procedures and practices to meet
current rules, techniques and program requirements. A number
of significant lawsuits against sports organizations have
developed after injuries occurred in cases where coaches were
teaching outdated or outlawed techniques.

B. Review the legal duties of coaches and administrators with all
personnel.

C. Review new and existing policies with relevant personnel.

D. Prepare communication materials for all participants to
maintain a consistent message. An organization that sends
mixed messages, either directly or through coaches’ or
administrators’ interpretations, may be accountable for damage
caused by the alleged use of poorer quality information
regardless of its source.

E. While physicals are not often required, if required, make sure
participant physical examinations are completed. It is vital that
a comprehensive process exists to secure the information from
all participants. With new and still emerging laws regarding the
privacy of medical information, the nonprofit also needs to have
a system in place for ensuring the privacy of medical
information until it needs to be provided to medical personnel
or used for other permitted purposes.
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2. Permission to Render Medical Aid and Informed Consent/
Waiver and Release Forms

A. Review forms with experts, including attorneys and insurance
professionals, to ensure that they comply with legal
requirements. State laws may address the legality of waiver
forms. While waivers can be a very effective defense tool in
many locations, it is important to obtain counsel before they are
used by a nonprofit sports or recreation program. A well-crafted
waiver can minimize the damaging effects of legal action, where
a poorly written document will be of no use at all.

B. If English is not a participant’s primary language, have forms
translated into the participant’s language. A waiver that includes
a statement signifying that a signature indicates both
understanding and agreement will fail when understanding
cannot be gained due to language differences.

C. Prepare forms for distribution and make certain they are
completed by all.

3. Warn of Inherent Risks

A. Conduct a preseason orientation to review the sport’s risks with
participants.

B. Document the meeting.

i. Document the date and location of the meeting.

ii. Have attendees sign in to confirm their presence.

iii. Attach a copy of the agenda and any handout materials as a
confirmation of the information covered at the meeting.

4. Coaches’ Orientation

A. Host an education program for new coaches to ensure that they
understand how to effectively coach, teach age- and ability-
appropriate skills, and properly match athletic competitors
(especially important in such sports as wrestling, boxing, judo,
and tae kwon do).

B. Make sure all coaches have completed a review of rule and
technique changes. Because of the number of sports which can
potentially be conducted by nonprofit organizations, we are not
specifically addressing coaching education in this text. There are
a number of excellent resources for coaching development,
including the National Governing Bodies for Olympic sports,
national coach education organizations, such as the American
Sport Education Program, and others contained in Chapter 7.
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C. Make certain all coaches are trained in proper organization and
supervision.

i. Proper matching by size and skill

ii. Conditioning, warm-up and cool-down techniques

D. Ensure that coaches are aware of organization policies regarding
arrival and departure of participants. Athletes should not arrive
before someone capable of supervising the athletes and the
facility is on site, nor should all coaches leave before the
departure of the last athlete.

E. Teach coaches to enforce policies that deter sexual harassment
and abuse, and make certain they understand the nonprofit’s
screening policies and procedures. It is important to develop
policies regarding entry of the locker area when athletes are
dressing; include situations where a coach of one gender works
with athletes of the other.

F. Develop a procedure for supervising new coaches. Basic
orientation is not a substitute, but a foundation for monitoring
the performance of new coaches.

5. Medical Response

A. Provide emergency medical-response training for coaches.
Coaches should be trained in:

i. Injury and illness awareness

ii. First-aid and first-response techniques

iii. CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation)

B. Provide first-aid kits at facilities or for program staff, as
warranted. Two identically stocked kits are recommended in
either instance, in the event that one is used or there are two
situations requiring care in a short time. Many nonprofits have
policies requiring items that have been used to treat an
emergency be replaced so that the kit is ready for the next
emergency.

C. Provide EMS contact numbers. Provide cell phones, if land lines
are not available for use at the venue.

D. Make certain coaches carry completed and signed Permission to
Render Emergency Medical Assistance forms for each participant.
This will allow an injured player to be treated in the event a
parent or guardian cannot be reached.

E. Ensure that coaches possess emergency medical information for
each participant. Medical privacy laws control access to this
information, thus, it is recommended that coaches hold this

First Aid Kit
You can purchase one from a

drugstore, online or in a sporting

goods store, or make your own.

Specialized kits for camping,

hiking, biking or boating provide

items in addition to the basic first

aid kit. For instance, a camping

kit would have ointment to treat

burns, and a hiking kit would

have treatment for insect bites.

The American Red Cross suggests

that the following basic items be

included in a first aid kit:

❑ Activated charcoal*

❑ Adhesive tape

❑ Antiseptic ointment

❑ Adhesive bandages

(assorted sizes)

❑ Blanket

❑ Cold pack

❑ Disposable gloves

❑ Gauze pads and roller gauze

(assorted sizes)

❑ Hand cleaner

❑ Plastic bags

❑ Scissors and tweezers

❑ Small flashlight and extra

batteries

❑ Splinting materials

❑ Syrup of Ipecac*

❑ Triangular bandage

*Use only under instruction of Poison

Control Center.
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information in sealed envelopes to be given to emergency
medical providers. At the end of the season, the information
should be destroyed or returned to the participant.

F. Ensure that a procedure exists for monitoring the physical
condition of athletes. This should be a point of emphasis for
coaches’ training, especially in sports played in extreme weather
conditions (such as, heat, cold, high humidity, high altitudes) or
where significant sport-specific conditioning is involved.

6. Venues and Equipment

A. Ensure that competitive equipment (such as, bats, balls and
nets) and protective equipment (such as helmets and padding)
have been cleaned, inspected for damage, and checked against
current rules and certification before being used.

B. Ensure that coaches and officials are also examining
participants’ personally owned equipment, as well. Once play
begins, whether at practice or competition, coaches have a
degree of responsibility for equipment which is used and brings
the potential for harm to a player or his/her competitors. For
example, a baseball player’s own batting helmet may be used by
others on the team, but it may not be appropriate for use due to
size or physical condition.

C. Ensure that sufficient equipment of proper size is available for
all participants. Too many injuries are incurred because an
athlete is wearing ill-fitting equipment. Keep in mind that ill-
fitting equipment may not provide appropriate protection.

D. Develop a procedure for reporting,
repairing or replacing equipment
which becomes damaged during
the season. This often involves
maintaining an inventory of spare
equipment or arranging with a
manufacturer or local dealer to
handle repairs quickly.

E. Ensure that facilities have been
examined for hazards and repairs
or corrections have been made. In
some cases an organization will be
in position to inspect all of its
facilities at the start of the season,
while in other cases the identity of
all proposed venues may not be
known.

S A M P L E

Permission to Render Emergency
Medical Assistance for a Minor

I hereby grant permission to [Name of Nonprofit]

____________________________ to obtain and

authorize any and all necessary emergency medical

assistance for my child, [Name of Child]

_________________________.

_________________________

Parent/Guardian Name

_________________________ _____________

Parent’s/Guardian’s Signature Date
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F. Complete contracts, as required, before schedules are developed
or facilities used.

7. Participant’s Orientation

It is a good risk management practice to hold an orientation for
participants and parents of the participants. This may include:

❑ Coaching style and philosophy
This can be especially helpful where athletes are moving from
a recreational- to a competitive-level program.

❑ Inherent risks of the sport

❑ Schedules

❑ Medical response plans

❑ Addressing programmatic concerns

This should include both how to communicate with the coach and
ways to communicate with program administrators.

Each of the elements offers a risk management, as well as a general
program, benefit. From a risk management perspective, a program
conducted transparently (out in the open; not hidden) and whose
participants know how to effectively communicate concerns or
complaints has taken an important step facilitate the reporting of
concerns or hazardous conditions or situations, giving the
organization time and warning to address these important issues.

8. Records Management

A. Make certain that all briefings and training sessions are
documented. This need not be an administratively burdensome
process. The key is to record materials and the timing of their
distribution. In many cases, legal action following an incident
can occur years after the training. Where memories have faded
or recollections are unclear about who was present or what
information was disseminated, the organization’s duty of care
may be more questionable than the reality warrants.

B. Make certain that records can be retrieved. There is considerable
debate in the sports world regarding how long certain records
should be retained. Because the statute of limitations for minors
begins a second time in many jurisdictions when the person
reached the legal age of majority, it is important that youth-
serving sports programs retain records for an extended time.
One rule of thumb is to take the age of participants in the
youngest group, add four years to the amount of time required
to reach 18 (an accommodation to the birthdates of individuals
in that age group), and retain the records for a period equaling
that total.
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 For example,

Example A Example B

Youngest age in group: 8-10   16

Years to reach 18:    10     2

Add 4 years      4     4

Total Years to Retain Records    14     6

Using this formula allows all records from one program year to be
discarded together. Other organizations may have the administrative
capability to separate records so that some records can be discarded at
other time periods as the legal opportunity for claim passes.

While this may seem to some like the documentation equivalent of
eternity, especially for organizations with large numbers of participants,
technology simplifies the retention of large numbers of records. As long
as the technology used does not permit the stored records to be easily
changed, as in a scanned, read-only method, they may be stored
electronically with very little difficulty. Some organizations have
become very creative in the location of their stored records; some use
bank safe deposit boxes where the volume of records can be
accommodated easily, others have leased storage units, and some in
smaller communities have been able to secure the assistance of local
libraries to assist with or locate storage. The key to success in long-term
record storage is to have a consistent location and not be reliant on a
key volunteer having a corner of the basement available. When that
volunteer moves, dies or retires, experience has shown that those who
clean or move generally do not have the same level of sensitivity as the
person who graciously offered to store records initially.

Informed Consent, and Waiver and Release Forms
The use of informed consent agreements and waiver and release forms
has become one of the most widely debated and complex issues in
sports administration. Feelings on the subject range from “waiver forms
aren’t worth the paper they’re printed on” to a staunchly defended
position that they remain a valuable liability shield and defense for the
sports organization. In reality, both pro and con positions have some
validity; this is one of those instances when doing something poorly
may be worse than doing nothing at all.

What has emerged over the past several years is a confluence of factors
that raise considerable discussion. The first factor is an increased
awareness of the need to warn participants of the risks they face. This
involves not only knowledge of the type of injury that can occur but of

Chapter 4
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its potential cause, as well. In the 1970s, studies revealed that a majority
of quadriplegic injuries in football were the result of contact involving
the crown of the helmet. Consequently, a rule change, coaching
emphasis on avoidance of the helmet as a “weapon” and educational
programs were developed to change athletes’ use of the helmet in
tackling and other actions. Adapting the rule was only the first step;
more important was the change in behavior accompanying the risk
awareness and making sure that athletes were aware both of the
limitation and of the potential risk for catastrophic injury.

The second factor is an emerging application by courts of the concept of
informed consent, a concept known more broadly in the medical world.
The simplified legal theory is that we have the right to determine what
might happen to us, so long as we have sufficient information to make
an informed choice. Without that information, the program may be
assigned some degree of responsibility even in the absence of
negligence. The third factor is the continuing of a form of legal
contract, the waiver and release, under which participants agree to
sacrifice certain legal rights in exchange for (or in legal terms, “in
consideration of”) the opportunity to participate.

While the debate will be answered by the courts, the current landscape
suggests an approach that includes each of the three factors. There are
45 states in which waiver and release forms have been subject to legal
determination, three in which waivers are considered unenforceable
(Louisiana, Montana and Virginia) and two (New Mexico and Rhode
Island) in which there have been insufficient legal tests to make a
determination. The 45 states have adopted different standards for the
application and nature of waiver and release language, but several
consistent principles can be cited.

Elements of an Effective Waiver and Release

Courts have ruled consistently that the language must be clear and
understandable. Because these forms are a type of contract, there is a
tendency to “over lawyer” them causing the text to be seen as
excessively complex. The documents should also stand alone, set apart
from other agreements that participants may be required to complete,
so that it is clear that this is a separate contract. It should not be
included as a middle document in a group of others, or attached to
forms for other purposes and requiring only a single signature for all.
The waiver and release form should have a fully descriptive title that
clearly states what it is. It should not be titled as a sign-up sheet or other
document that attempts to secure more information or mislead as to the
special nature of the agreement.

In order to pass the most basic scrutiny applied by the 45 states in
which waiver and releases have some application, the waiver must warn
of the risks being accepted, agree to assume the risks of his or her
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participation and affirm that this acceptance is voluntary. The
opportunity to read and sign a waiver and release must be without hurry
or duress. This typically can be accommodated by providing the form in
advance of the time needed for its return, so that the participant can
read and review it without a tight time limitation.

The text should be easily read. Some states proscribe a text size of larger
than 8-point type. The release language should be conspicuous. Some
states, particularly those that impose a rigorous standard for acceptance
of a waiver form, require that the release language be printed as bold or
capitalized text, or both. The form should contain an affirmation that
the signer has read the form, has had a chance to ask questions, and has
signed with form willingly. The signature should be placed near the
release language, so that the signer knows what rights are being given
up. Where the form is being used for minor participants, a parental
signature section is recommended. In recent years, state courts have
differed on whether parents can waive the legal rights of a minor child,
with Ohio affirming a parent’s ability to do so, and Utah courts taking
the opposite position. Legislatures are also becoming directly involved
as in Colorado where a statute affirming the validity of an effectively
constructed waiver and release was enacted in 2003. This is definitely an
area to discuss with your organization’s legal counsel.

An effective waiver and release will include a reference to the exchange of
consideration, a fundamental element of contract law. A typical phrase is
“In consideration of my participation in the ________ program, I waive
and release….”

The waiver should specify the parties to which the waiver and release
applies, as well as other parties whose rights will be released. An
example of this language appears in the sample waiver below.

The form should have a reference to giving up the waived rights, even
in the presence of a negligent act, though the application of this
principle varies by state and should be reviewed with legal counsel. It
may also have a reference to the application of a particular state’s law,
especially for national organizations using a waiver and release form
across several states. This again should be reviewed specifically with
legal counsel.

                          S A M P L E

Waiver and Release of Liability

NOTE: THIS FORM MUST BE READ AND SIGNED UNALTERED BEFORE
THE PARTICIPANT IS PERMITTED TO TAKE PART IN ANY FUNCTION
(I.E., TRAVEL, TRAINING, COMPETITION, PROCESSING, MEETING OR
TESTING SESSIONS) BY SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT, THE PARTICIPANT
AFFIRMS HAVING READ AND UNDERSTOOD IT AND IS IN
AGREEMENT WITH ITS CONTENTS.
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IN CONSIDERATION of my involvement in the activities under the
auspices of ________________________, the sponsoring organization, I
acknowledge, appreciate and agree that:

1. I RISK BODILY INJURY, INCLUDING PARALYSIS, DISMEMBERMENT,
DISABILITY and DEATH, AND THIS RISK OF INJURY DOES EXIST,
AS WELL AS THE RISK OF DAMAGE TO OR LOSS OF PROPERTY;

2. I KNOWINGLY AND FREELY ASSUME ALL SUCH RISKS; both known
and unknown, EVEN IF ARISING FROM THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE
RELEASEES OR OTHERS;

3. I willingly agree to comply with the stated and customary terms and
conditions for participation. If, however, I observe any unusual or
unnecessary hazard during my presence or participation, I will bring
such to the attention of the nearest official immediately; and,

4. I, FOR MYSELF, AND ON BEHALF OF MY HEIRS, ASSIGNEES,
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES, and NEXT OF KIN, HEREBY
RELEASE, HOLD HARMLESS AND PROMISE NOT TO SUE [insert
names of all released parties] OR OTHER SPONSORING
ORGANIZATION, THEIR OFFICERS, VOLUNTEERS, STAFF,
SPONSORS, AND/OR AGENTS, (“RELEASEES”) WITH RESPECT TO
ANY AND ALL INJURY AND/OR LOSS ARISING FROM MY
PARTICIPATION, WHETHER CAUSED BY THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE
RELEASEES OR OTHERWISE, EXCEPT THAT WHICH IS THE RESULT
OF GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR WANTON MISCONDUCT, TO THE
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF
__________________. THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF _______________,
EXCLUSIVE OF ITS CHOICE OF LAW RULES, SHALL APPLY TO THIS
WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY AGREEMENT.

I have read this Release of Liability and Waiver Agreement, fully
understand its terms, understand that I have given up substantial rights
by signing it, and sign it freely and voluntarily without any
inducement.

Participant’s Signature _____________________________________________
Participant’s Name (Printed)____________________Date _______________

FOR PARTICIPANTS OF MINORITY AGE

This is to certify that I/we as parent(s)/guardian(s) with legal
responsibility for this participant, do consent and agree not only to his/
her release, but also for myself/ourselves, and my/our heirs, assignees
and next of kin to release and indemnify the Releases from any and all
Liability incident to my/our minor child’s involvement as stated above,
EVEN IF ARISING FROM THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE RELEASEES, to the
fullest extent permitted by the laws of the State of ____________. The
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laws of the State of ______________, exclusive of its choice of law rules,
shall apply to this Waiver and Release of Liability Agreement.

Parent’s/Legal Guardian’s Signature _________________________________
Parent’s/Guardian’s Name (Please print)_____________________________
Date ________________________

Meeting the requirements for informed consent and securing them
within the framework of an effectively structured waiver and release
form are not difficult. They do, however, require the use of external
resources and a serious effort in understanding and communicating the
potential risks and the nature of possible injuries resulting from those
risks. This method also confers to participants, and where involved their
parents, the importance of their part in preventing injury and damage.
It is an important tool in an effective risk management program.

In all but the most extreme cases, the courts will probably refuse to
uphold a waiver that is ambiguous; offered under coercive circumstances
(“Sign here or Johnny can’t attend the field trip on the bus departing in
30 seconds!”); or written in a way that requires advanced legal training,
use of a magnifying glass; or which is contained inside a much larger
document. Furthermore, the waiver will be of little use as a warning
device.

Waiver Do’s and Don’ts

❑ Never use a waiver without first having it reviewed by a lawyer with
experience representing nonprofits. A waiver is a contract. Do not
contract without legal review. Period.

❑ Make certain your waivers contain a clear description of the potential
harm associated with an activity. A waiver for a ski trip indicating
that “participants may suffer injury while skiing” will not be
sufficiently specific for many reviewing courts. While it may
sound extreme, text which describes the nature of the
catastrophic injuries which could be incurred (such as injury,
including paralysis, death, dismemberment, or physical trauma)
is required by many states in the crafting of an effective waiver.

❑ Do not use a single waiver for the universe of activities sponsored by
your nonprofit. It is impossible to do so while adhering to the
advice above. While it may be tempting to create a single waiver
and use it for all of a nonprofit’s field trips, outings, service
projects and special events, do not do it. If you expect a waiver
to work as a warning device and as insulation against claims,
you need to devote the time to crafting thoughtful waivers for
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each activity. However, your waiver form should be consistent
across activities of a similar nature. Use of a template which
incorporates the specifics of the activity, including its name and
the dates of the program to the extent feasible, offers an
effective approach.

❑ Provide sufficient time for a participant, volunteer or parent to review
a waiver and ask questions. Avoid obtaining a last-minute
signature on a waiver (remember that if you do so, however, the
waiver may still provide a warning that leads to the signer taking
care, although it may not be upheld in court to shield the
nonprofit from liability).

❑ Because a waiver is a legal contract, it should be individually executed
by the signer. Use of a mass list containing the names of all
participants is almost never accepted as a waiver.

❑ Make certain any waiver document used by your nonprofit is properly
titled. A waiver should be titled Waiver or Waiver of Liability. A
disclaimer should be titled Disclaimer. A permission slip should
be titled Permission Slip. Do not label a waiver Sign-up Sheet by
mistake, or with the thought that doing so will soften the
warning of danger contained in the waiver.

❑ A waiver form should be constructed as a stand-alone document. It
should not be incorporated as a middle page in a much larger
document with rules and regulations for program participation
(or risk it will be viewed by a reviewing court as not being
sufficiently conspicuous) or which includes multiple terms and
conditions not related to the rights being waived.

Remember, waivers will not always prevent a lawsuit, but use of an
effective waiver offers a significant affirmative defense, both that the
participant was made aware of the potential, inherent risk of a program
and that the individual intended to sacrifice certain legal rights. Waivers
are a positive tool when well constructed and utilized.

S A M P L E

Emergency Contact Information, Medical History and Permission
to Treat and Render Emergency Assistance

 [Name of Program]

Name of Participant

_________________________________________________________________

Date of Birth ________________________________ Sport/

Activity___________________________

Address

____________________________________________________________________________

Home Phone _________________________________
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Parent/Guardian ____________________________ Work phone __________________________

Parent/Guardian ____________________________ Work phone __________________________

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, if one of the above persons is unavailable, is there someone else

we should contact?

Name _____________________________________  Phone ______________________________

Participant’s health insurance provider ______________________________________________

Policy No. _______________________________________________________________________

Required/Preferred Hospital ________________________________________________________

Medical History

PLEASE CIRCLE YES OR NO

1. Is the participant presently taking medication? Yes No

2. Has the participant had any previous injuries? (ankle, knee etc.) Yes No

3. Does the participant have any known allergies? Yes No

4. Does the participant have any medical conditions that the coach, trainer or physician

should know about? Yes No

Use the back to explain any “yes” answers or to explain anything that you think the medical

staff should know about this athlete.

Permission for Medical Treatment

Please grant or deny permission by checking the appropriate box and signing in the space

provided.

❑ I give my permission for the organization named at the top of this form to administer

medical treatment for the participant. NOTE: Treatment includes administering over-the-

counter medications (such as aspirin, pain reliever and throat lozenges)

❑ I do not give permission for the organization indicated at the top of this form to

administer over-the-counter medications to the above-named participant:

____________________________________________________________ ____________

Parent/Guardian Signature                                                                  Date

Authorization of Emergency Treatment

In the event I cannot be reached in an emergency, I hereby give permission to the

organization indicated at the top of this form to obtain treatment for the participant by

any medical personnel, EMTs, paramedics, doctors or dentists deemed necessary by the

organization’s management. I also authorize the organization to have the participant

transported by ambulance to a medical facility, to hospitalize, secure proper treatment for

and to order injection and/or surgery for the person named above. I understand that

I/we will be responsible for all costs related to such treatment.

____________________________________________________________ ____________

Parent/Guardian Signature                                                                  Date

Chapter 4
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Facility and Venue Management
The risk management aspects of facility and venue management are
perhaps the broadest faced by the sports program administrator. The
availability of safe sports facilities is one of the prime legal
responsibilities of sports programs, yet it is not just the safety of
athletes, coaches and officials, to which this important duty extends.
The program manager and the facility owners must extend the
responsibility for reasonably safe premises to spectators, volunteers and
staff, as well as vendors and others in attendance.

Safety problems in the locations selected for sports and recreation
programs can generally be placed into three categories:

1. Poor choice of location

2. Poor facility design

3. Poor maintenance and management

Poor choice of location is a frequently encountered problem. This is
especially difficult when the normal competition locations are
unavailable for practice. For instance, soccer practice, rather than being
held on relatively level, groomed fields, takes place in a school
playground or municipal park, which may be acceptable for general
recreation but present hazards to a competitive practice environment.
The park may also not be located an appropriate distance from streets or
parking lots, increasing the hazard associated with young children who
may be more focused on retrieving the ball than on the approaching
car. Poor design may be associated with one of two conditions, using a
facility for a purpose for which it is not primarily intended or a
planning failure during design and construction.

Examples of poor design can include failing to provide enough space
around a basketball court to prevent players from running into walls or
other objects, poor materials which cause a pool deck to be excessively
slippery, or softball fields placed so near each other that line drives
threaten the safety of players in adjacent fields. Management and
maintenance problems are one of the leading causes of injury and often
alleged as a major contributing cause of injury and loss. Some observed
examples include: uncovered sprinkler heads on a soccer field, the use of
caustic lime (rather than non-caustic materials) to line a field, baseball
fields surrounded by chain-link fences whose sharp, pointed tines
formed a jagged edge, soccer goals not secured to the ground, archery
targets with a parking lot as the background, and improperly erected
equipment that was not inspected by event officials charged with doing
so.

The good news is that an effective facility risk management review
program can be easily developed and managed, generally with minimal
expense. The majority of risks identified take little time to compensate
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for or correct. The key is developing the trained eyes and the sensitivity
to make sure that unsafe situations are recognized and managed before
they become a bigger problem.

Developing a Facility Inspection Protocol

The venue inspection begins by assigning responsibility to the people
who will carry out the review. This can be as simple as having each
coach or supervisor inspect the locations used by his or her athletes or
having a team review all locations used by the program. The team
approach is often very successful when it is made up of users of the
facility or location who approach the activities from different
perspectives. The coach, for example, may see things differently than a
maintenance worker or game official or even someone who has little
knowledge of the sport. Occasionally, it is of great value to bring
someone from the outside to help evaluate a facility, as those who see it
every day become accustomed to the venue and not to its changing
nuances. Secure multiple perspectives whenever possible.

The second aspect of a venue review will be an awareness of required
and acknowledged standards. These can be found in the rulebook,
officials’ guides and a number of other reference sources for each sport.
Using a facility that does not and cannot be made to meet the required
specifications for a sport significantly increases the potential for injury
and liability should an injury occur. The same goes for playing
equipment. For example, at the 2000 Olympic Games in Sydney,
Australia, several injuries and near misses occurred. Officials discovered
after competition had already begun that the vault horse in the
women’s event had been improperly assembled and measured.
Unfortunately, inspection was not done in advance as was required.
Once the review team or assigned individual has learned the standards
under which the review should be conducted, it is time to set out for the
venue. It is important to keep in mind that the same emphasis on venue
and equipment safety that exists in the rulebook for judges, referees,
umpires or other officials is required of coaches at practices.

One of the simplest and most effective processes for reviewing the
exposures created by a venue is the use of circles. Draw a diagram of
your venue area. Begin at the center, work outward in increasingly larger
circles to include the playing area, the spectator or support areas
surrounding it, the access areas surrounding those, continuing
completely until the entire facility, including parking areas and
surrounding sidewalks are evaluated. Within each circle, make notes
about potential concerns of the targeted area, so that you have a record
of their existence and location. The use of circles gives untrained
reviewers an approach that will simplify the process and offer some
important indicators about the places to look for exposures to injury or
other type of loss.
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Make certain that any venue review is conducted during all the hours—
daylight, twilight and dark—in which events are likely to take place. A
parking lot with only a few holes will look very different in daylight
than it does after dark, especially if not lit. One city recreation facility,
which was open for public running and walking, looked like the gem of
the city’s recreation program during daylight hours. However, when
complaints began to arrive, the parks department responsible for its
operation discovered that it was getting as much use during early-
morning and late-evening hours, and injuries were occurring along the
unlit, uneven walking path from the parking lot to the facility. When
your organization uses a facility for more than one sport, it is important
that the venue be evaluated from the point of view of each sport. The
setup for a basketball game in the gym may be very different from that
for a volleyball tournament or a wrestling match with multiple mats.
Likewise, an event with few spectators may look very different, and raise
different risks, than one at which the venue will be filled to capacity.

An example checklist might look like this for baseball or softball.
Include each of the following physical areas in your initial evaluation:

Playing Areas

❑ Do they meet the rules for the sport?

❑ Has equipment been properly assembled?

❑ Is there sufficient clear space around the playing area to provide for
the safety of participants?

❑ If required, has maintenance been performed?

❑ Have game officials accepted the field of play (where required by
rule)?

❑ Are there any special ground rules needed to accommodate areas of
concern?

Support Areas

❑ Are locker rooms accessible and open?

❑ Are locker rooms clean?

❑ Can locker rooms be secured during play? Who has access and
control?

❑ Are mechanical areas accessible as needed?

❑ If needed, is communications equipment (such as a public address
system) available and accessible?

❑ Is there a medical area available and accessible?
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Entrances and Exits

❑ Are they clearly marked and unobstructed?

❑ Are they unlocked?

❑ Do any need to be supervised or monitored?

Floors, Walkways and Surface Conditions

❑ Are they clean?

❑ Are they level and free from impediment or obstruction (such as
electrical cords)?

❑ Is there a person or equipment available to clean them if needed?

Seating and Spectator Areas

❑ Are temporary bleachers properly assembled?

❑ Are all seats tight to frames?

❑ Are foot treads secured?

❑ Are end caps in place to minimize scrapes and cuts?

❑ Are handrails and back rails in place if bleachers reach 6 feet in
height?

❑ Are seats in good condition and any broken seats covered or
removed from service?

❑ Are spectator areas protected from the field of play?

❑ Are spectator and seating areas protected from play on adjacent
fields?

❑ Where are spectators likely to stand to watch that may be away from
a seating area? Is the area safe and appropriate?

Lighting and Electrical Systems

❑ If circumstances warrant, do you have permission to use outdoor
lighting systems?

❑ Do they work?

❑ Is there a backup? Does it work?

❑ Who is responsible for operation of the system? How can
responsible persons be reached?

❑ Are lighting systems hazard-free?

❑ Are safety cover seals in place and functioning properly?
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Fencing, Barriers and Perimeter Areas

❑ Are sidewalks even, without potholes, raised sections or broken
areas?

❑ Is the parking lot clear of debris and trash, free of potholes, raised
sections or broken areas?

❑ Are fences in good condition? Do they secure the area without
posing a threat of harm due to lack of maintenance? Look
particularly at the top of fences, the distance from bottom of the
fence to the ground, and gate areas.

❑ If restricted areas have been established, are they securable as
needed? Has a system been created to identify those with permitted
access and provide personnel trained to deal with both those with
access and those without?

❑ Have separate areas for competing athletes/teams been created in the
event the need arises to keep them apart? Include the routes to those
areas in your review.

❑ If event size dictates, have parking directions and parking controls
been developed?

Emergency Situations

❑ Are there landlines or wireless phones accessible to call EMS?

❑ What services exist to assist with emergency notification of parents
or next of kin for injured athletes?

❑ What plans are in place for evacuation should the need arise?

❑ Who will be responsible for making the decision to evacuate (such
as building or program administration)?

❑ Who will assist in an emergency relocation?

Facilities for Changing Conditions
Sometimes the situation is not an emergency, but conditions have
changed making it necessary to immediately address those conditions.
While we may think of such conditions as weather being an issue only
for outdoor sports that is not necessarily the case. Occasionally,
conditions may exist that require indoor activities to respond to
changes in external conditions. This could include such weather
conditions as a tornado or hailstorm, which might require outdoor
venues to secure a backup indoor or otherwise protected location;
earthquake, which might require that participants be held in a set
location until conditions are safe for travel; or acts of violence. For
example, at the U.S. Open golf tournament a few years ago in
Minnesota, a severe thunderstorm interrupted the event. Golfers were
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transported back to the clubhouse, and spectators were notified of the
existence of lightning in the area. Unfortunately, a lightning strike
resulted in the death of a spectator who had taken shelter under a
nearby tree. The earthquake in the San Francisco area during the 1989
World Series provided an example of what may need to be done; it
caused highway collapses, causing spectators to take alternate routes to
return home. What would your program have done had it been your
event and you were responsible for transporting participants back to
your home base? Acts of domestic terrorism, including the 1995
bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
the 1996 Olympic Park bomb incident in Atlanta, Georgia, and the
attacks of September 11, 2001, are vivid reminders that it may not be
the venue you use which is subject to the act of violence, but the

Chapter 4

accompanying destruction and disruption could create a need for you to
protect the welfare of your participants under adverse conditions.

Case examples

Your sports program has taken a group of young athletes to an event in
a nearby city. A tornado passes through your hometown, destroying the
core of the area around your building. It is not possible to use the city
streets to return to the intended drop-off location for participants.

A severe thunderstorm rolls into the area in which a major soccer
tournament is being held. The event is using 10 fields, with teams
warming up for the next games in nearby open areas. The only support
building on the site is a metal maintenance shed, which is used for
grounds-keeping equipment. The parking lots are approximately
one-half mile from the most distant field.

While this aspect of risk management has applications beyond a venue
review, as part of that review, the wise (careful) sports administrator will
need to understand and address these factors.

❑ If conditions change, what procedures for advance notice do you or
the facility have in place?

❑ To what location will participants and attendees evacuate?

❑ What people will be engaged in carrying out an evacuation, and
what training do they need?

❑ How will notification of the change or need to evacuate be given?

❑ How will relevant information be communicated to others with a
need to know?

For major sports events that might be conducted by your organization,
some additional venue aspects may also exist.
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Medical Support

❑ Will it be provided by the venue or another source?

❑ Where is it located?

❑ How will medical support be contacted in the event it is needed for
participants, spectators or others in attendance?

❑ If needed, is signage to the location clear and available?

Security

❑ Will it be provided by the venue or another source?

❑ Where is it located?

❑ How will security be contacted in the event it is needed for
participants, spectators or others in attendance?

Participant and Guest Assistance

❑ Lost and found location(s)

❑ Directions to parts of the venue

❑ Parking direction and control

Crowd Control

Another aspect of venue planning and review that is, unfortunately,
increasing in importance is the need for crowd control. An increase in
violence associated with sports, including youth sports, has heightened
the need for sports program administrators to develop a plan, and the
venue itself is an essential element, sometimes a complicating one, in
that plan. Violence in sports has taken the forms of players attacking
players, parents attacking other parents, and spectator attacks on game
officials following an event. While we always hope that our program
will be immune from such actions, the wise administrator needs to
address the potential. From a venue perspective, it is important to
evaluate the entire facility to determine what points of weakness or
concern might exist.

❑ Provide separate areas to which players or others who make threats or who
have been disqualified from play can be moved.

At a recent hockey game, two players who were fighting were
thrown out of the game and led to the door of the ice, where they
were left unsupervised. The fight broke out again in a concession
area inhabited by several very young children. To the greatest degree
possible, keep the individuals contained until the object of their
anger is moved or protected. For example, in a hockey rink, use the
locker room areas. In an outdoor baseball field, use the enclosed
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dugout areas if they exist. Finding a secluded spot is sometimes
difficult in a recreational or park setting.

❑ Secure team and officials areas.

This is one of the simplest tools from a venue perspective; however,
it is not always possible. Having teams approach and leave the field
of play from different directions is a simple means of managing a
separation where it is needed. Where only a single access point is
available, involve game officials to separate and move teams or
athletes individually. For example, permit the visiting team to leave
the playing area first, while keeping the home team in the bench
area, then permit them to depart afterward. Where possible, create
segregated areas, with event officials having the nearest reserved
spaces. Unfortunately, in many youth sports programs, officials
prepare for a game in the same parking areas used by spectators and
players, and then have to depart by that same parking area. The
careful administrator will have developed a plan to escort and
ensure the safe departure of officials, should a situation develop
which merits its use.

❑ Secure sidelines, field of play and other restricted areas.

Create both visual and physical barriers, and supervise those areas to
ensure they are maintained. Wherever possible, keep spectators
apart from participants.

Once the initial evaluation is completed, the next stage in your review is
to determine what hazards can be eliminated and what ones can only be
minimized or controlled. In this context, elimination of the condition
involves a correction that fully removes the concern, like cleaning a
spill or replacing a broken seat. Minimizing or controlling involves a
correction that takes the condition as much out of the way as is
possible, such as padding a wall at the end of a basketball court
(unlikely you can eliminate the wall) or securing the use of two-way
radios to assist in communications. In some cases, you can “quarantine”
a problem area by closing and locking it or placing a barrier around it.
You will need to prioritize your list of potential hazards, too.

Some conditions will raise the potential for injury or damage to such a
level that play cannot begin without taking action or there will be the
possibility, such as a bleacher collapse, of serious injury. These should be
given the highest priority. Situations with the highest probability of
occurrence should follow closely in priority. Remember, foreseeability
will be a major factor in determining whether you have planned
properly and how significant a liability you may have should injury
occur. Factors with low probability of occurrence or that have a low
potential for injury will follow in priority. This development of priority
is often a matter of a person’s best judgment, and this is where review of
the venue by a team can be of great assistance.
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Once developed, begin to address each of the items on your list. Do not
necessarily take each in rank order as something of high priority may
take longer to correct than one after it. Work each to its conclusion.
When your program is not the venue owner or manager, share your list
with management and request correction prior to use. It is important for
the protection of your organization that you document this sharing of
information. Further, you should know what the contract, where one
exists, for use of the venue provides in this area. Look to determine
whether a correction is the responsibility by ownership or management
or whether it falls to your organization to address the specific concern.

A sample field review checklist developed from a baseball circles diagram (explained on page 43.) might
look like this:

Field Review Checklist
Conducted by: ________________________________________________________________

Field Reviewed: _______________________________________________________________

Date Reviewed: _______________

Item No. Field Area/Condition Correction Priority Date Communicated & Corrected

1 Hole in landing area on pitchers mound Fill in 1 Filled on 6/1 workday

2 Lip at back of infield Level with drag 1 Fixed on 6/1 workday

3 Holes around home plate Fill in & level 1 Filled in leveled on 6/1 workday

4 Backstop fence has several holes Owner to fix 1 Communicated by letter to owner 6/15

5 Fence post broken in left-field corner Owner to fix 2 Communicated by letter to owner 6/15

6 Sunlight reflects off car windows; Block corner 1 Advise umpires & coaches
could distract batter of parking

lot for day games

7 Erosion making bleachers uneven Monitor 2 Talked to field supervisor 6/3

8 Owner left drag alongside field Relocate; 2 Letter to owner 6/15
store properly

After having conducted the initial venue review, the task is not
complete. It is equally vital that the organization develop a pattern of
regular review to determine whether the venue continues to meet your
program’s needs. Conditions that existed at the beginning of a season or
day may not survive very long. For instance, a baseball field may be
pristine for the first game. By the sixth game of the season, the catchers
may have dug a hole behind the plate and the batters a similar hole in
the batter’s box, creating a trip/fall hazard that did not exist earlier.
Reporting the problem to the owners of the field allows them to have
the problem corrected before the next weekend’s games. At an
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international softball tournament in San Diego, California, the field was
perfect, a fantastic venue for softball when first reviewed. Shortly before
the first game of the tournament, the television crew arrived, and
presence of cameras and cables presented a condition not there when
the venue was first reviewed. One of the fixed camera locations was
placed immediately outside the outfield fence, and risk management
staff worked with game staff to move it back far enough that a player
who crashed through the temporary fence would not collide with the
camera truck. Three games into the tournament, the centerfielder, while
chasing a homerun ball, crashed through the fence, right where the
truck would have been. The number and type of concerns that might be
discovered will range widely both by sport and venue. To help you get
started with your review, here is a sampling of venue issues that you
might encounter:

Indoor Venues
❑ Not enough space surrounding field of play
❑ Equipment is stored creating an “attractive nuisance”
❑ Exit doors are locked
❑ Slippery floors around concession areas
❑ Electrical cords run across walkways
❑ Contractual requirements make the user responsible for outdoor

conditions
❑ Equipment not properly assembled
❑ Inadequate padding of walls and nearby objects
❑ Slick conditions on pool decks or in locker rooms
❑ No warning signs appropriate to the sport being conducted

Outdoor Venues
❑ Adjacent fields so close that players or objects from one can reach

the other
❑ No immediate means for emergency communications
❑ Playing surface is uneven
❑ Bleachers are poorly maintained
❑ Little or no lighting in parking areas
❑ Erosion around fencing enough to allow a leg to pass underneath
❑ Soccer goals not secured to ground
❑ Improperly stored maintenance equipment
❑ Surfaces become slippery in rainy conditions
❑ No plans for emergency conditions

Again, providing facilities and locations for sports program which meet
your commitment to safety and risk management will be one of your
prime risk management duties. When done with commitment,
attention and effort, the sports administrator can accomplish the goals
underlying this duty with great success and often without great expense.
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Special Employment Issues for Sports and
Recreation Programs

Appropriate venues, safe equipment and thoughtful game rules are
critically important to the successful administration of a youth sports or
recreation program. Yet without people, the game or event cannot
occur. Employees in the sports and recreation field perform a wide array
of tasks and exercise various levels of responsibility. For example,
recreation programs include camping, hiking, swimming, aerobics and
sports. Employees are involved in leading programs, preparing
equipment, promoting interest in a sport or activity, and motivating
participants. Camp counselors also provide guidance and support to
campers and some recreation workers teach or lead activities for the
aging and disabled. Many positions in the sports and recreation field
require excellent leadership skills.

Recruiting, supervising, and sometimes terminating the people who
administer your sports or recreation program are monumental, never-
ending tasks. Committing to doing these three tasks thoroughly not
only bodes well for the success of your program, it is necessary to
managing the risks associated with the delivery of sports and recreation
activities. In this section we address several recurring issues related to
the employment of coaches, referees, lifeguards, and other personnel
involved in youth sports. These special issues include: employment
status, screening, harassment of younger workers, and supervision.

Employment Status

Nonprofit sports and recreation programs are subject to a range of state
and federal employment laws. There are a couple of resources to which
every nonprofit should turn for assistance in understanding the laws to
which it must comply: an employment attorney licensed in the
nonprofit’s state of operations; and the Web sites of the federal
Department of Labor (www.DOL.gov) and the relevant state labor
department (see the Resources chapter for a complete listing).

Employee versus volunteer

One of the mistakes nonprofit sports programs may make is to label a
coach or other staff member a “volunteer” in the hopes of avoiding the
need to comply with various employment laws. The label an entity
places on a position does not determine that person’s legal status.
According to Black’s Law Dictionary, 6th edition, a volunteer is a person
who gives his services without any express or implied promise of
remuneration.

Although true volunteers may expect no compensation in exchange for
service, some may still receive reasonable benefits, a nominal fee, or any
combination thereof, without losing their volunteer status. No specific
amount of compensation separates an employee from a volunteer,
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however, the federal Volunteer Protection Act places a cap of $500 on
compensation a volunteer may receive before losing the intended
protections of the act.

The U.S. Department of Labor regulations address this issue in relation
to some of the questions raised for volunteers at public agencies. These
regulations offer a number of examples of payments, reimbursements,
benefits and awards that will not deprive an individual of his or her
volunteer status including:

❑ a uniform allowance or reimbursement for reasonable cleaning
expenses paid to volunteers requiring a uniform to perform their
duties;

❑ reimbursements for out-of-pocket expenses incidental to providing
volunteer services, including costs of meals and transportation;

❑ reimbursements for tuition, transportation and meal cost involved
in attending classes to learn how to effectively perform volunteer
services;

❑ reimbursements for books, supplies and other materials essential to
volunteer training;

❑ reasonable benefits including inclusion in group liability, health life
disability and workers’ compensation insurance plans an pension
plans; and

❑ awards such as “length of service” awards.

These must be provided on a consistent, uniform basis. The volunteer
who separately negotiates a greater benefit for himself or herself may no
longer fit the definition. For example, if all volunteers are provided a
single uniform, the “volunteer” who negotiates to have three uniforms
provided may no longer qualify as a volunteer. Negotiation of
compensation is a characteristic of an employer-employee relationship
more so than that of the volunteer-entity relationship. A coach or
referee who is paid a fee on a per-game basis is therefore not a volunteer.

Wages and Terms of Employment

A frequently misunderstood law is the Fair Labor Standards Act.
According to the U.S. Department of Labor, the Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA) requires that most employees be paid at least a minimum wage of
$5.15 an hour and overtime pay at time and one-half the regular rate of
pay after 40 hours in a workweek. State minimum wage laws may differ
from the federal standard. Three states (New Mexico, Kansas and Ohio)
and the Virgin Islands have minimum wage rates lower than the federal
law. Eleven states (Washington, Oregon, California, Hawaii, Alaska,
Delaware, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont and
Maine) have minimum wage rates higher than the federal standard.

Chapter 4
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Seven states have no minimum wage law and the remaining states have
minimum wage rates that mirror the federal law.

Under the FLSA, 29 CFR 779.385, certain seasonal recreational
establishments are exempt from the minimum wage and overtime
requirements of the FLSA. To qualify for the exemption, the
establishment must meet one of the following tests:

❑ The establishment does not operate for more than seven months in
any calendar year; or

❑ During the prior calendar year average receipts for any six months of
the year were not more than 33.33 percent of average receipts for
the other six months of the year.

The FLSA also contains child labor and record keeping-provisions. The
FLSA provides an exemption from minimum wage and overtime pay for
many seasonal and recreational organizations. Keep in mind that most
sports and recreation programs are subject to the law’s child labor
provisions. These provisions provide that:

Young people age 14 or 15 can work:
❑ Outside school hours
❑ After 7 a.m. and until 7 p.m.
❑ Except from June 1 through Labor Day, when these youth can

work until 9 p.m.

No more than:
❑ 3 hours on a school day,
❑ 18 hours in a school week,
❑ 8 hours on a nonschool day, and
❑ 40 hours in nonschool week.

Young people 16 or older can work any day, any time of day, and for
any number of hours. There are no restrictions on the work hours of
youth age 16 or older.

Independent Contractors versus Employees

The decision to use independent contractors may be a wise one except
when the organization fails to treat these contractors in a manner that
ensures compliance with the U.S. Department of Labor regulations.
The proper classification of employees and independent contractors is
necessary to avoid civil liability for violating someone’s legal rights, or a
finding of liability against the nonprofit for harm resulting from the
negligence or misconduct of an independent contractor. Employers are
responsible for the harm caused by employees only when that harm
results from an employee’s negligence or misconduct and the employee
was acting within the scope of his or her duties when the harm or loss
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occurred. In determining whether an individual is an employee or an
independent contractor, the most important factor is control: whether
the employer can exercise control over when, where and how the
assignment is performed. If the employer exercises such control, there’s
an employer-employee relationship; if not, there’s an employer-
independent contractor relationship.

The first source for information on the proper classification of
employees and independent contractors is guidance available from the
U.S. Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service. For many
years the 20-Factor Test was the standard for this analysis. This is no
longer the case, and sports and recreation programs must look to other
sources for information. The IRS employs a two-prong test consisting of
reviews of controls exercised by the hiring entity and the contractor’s
independence.

Helpful information on the proper designation of independent
contractors is available in Fact Sheet #13: Employment Relationship
Under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) available at www.dol.gov/esa/
regs/compliance/whd/whdfs13.htm.

This fact sheet explains that consistent with various U.S. Supreme Court
rulings, “there is no single rule or test for determining whether an
individual is an independent contractor or an employee for purposes of
the FLSA.” Instead, the Supreme Court has ruled that an analysis of the
“total activity” is determinative. Some of the factors considered
significant include the:

1. extent to which the services rendered are an integral part of the
principal’s business.

2. permanency of the relationship.

3. amount of the alleged contractor’s investment in facilities and
equipment.

4. nature and degree of control by the principal.

5. alleged contractor’s opportunities for profit and loss.

6. amount of initiative, judgment, or foresight in open market
competition with others required for the success of the claimed
independent contractor.

7. degree of independent business organization and operation.

Another source for information on determining whether an individual
is a consultant versus employee for tax and benefit purposes is in
Publication 15-A, Employer’s Supplemental Tax Guide, pages 5-6
(www.irs.gov).
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Reporting Compensation

In addition to compliance with the FLSA and your state’s labor laws, the
IRS expects that you report wages or payments to independent
contractors to the IRS on the appropriate forms. If the individual is an
employee, Social Security, Medicare and state and federal taxes must be
paid regularly. Failure to comply with the provisions of the tax code
carries heavy penalties. Independent contractor payments should be
reported to the IRS using Form 1099.

Screening Paid and Volunteer Staff
Every nonprofit youth sports or recreation program should strive to
screen applicants in a fair and legally defensible manner. The following
strategies provide a foundation for achieving this important goal.

❑ View your screening process as a step in a hiring and risk
management effort, not an admission gate. Many nonprofits believe
that once an applicant has made it through the screening process,
he or she is considered certified as presenting no danger to the
organization and its participants. The use of a special ID card for
volunteers and staff who have been screened by sports programs is
one example of this approach. The problem is that screening
provides no guarantee of future behavior, nor is it complete
documentation of past behavior. An organization risks the safety of
its athletes and mission when it fails to provide adequate, post-
screening supervision.

❑ Establish written screening guidelines and use written tools to
substantiate your efforts, such as position descriptions, interview
guides, hiring checklists, reference check worksheets, and other
items as appropriate.

❑ Always base the selection of tools for the screening processes on the
potential risk posed by a position. Consider the potential dangers
inherent in the position. For example, a coaching position poses a
greater risk of harm to an athlete than a closely-supervised
administrative position in the nonprofit’s offices.

❑ Before screening for a particular position, identify the characteristics
that will act as automatic disqualifiers for the position. For example,
determine that any history of child abuse or neglect or crimes
against persons will disqualify candidates for coaching positions.

❑ When a position involves unsupervised contact with vulnerable
service recipients (any young person, persons with disabilities and
the elderly), use a more rigorous screening process. Any future legal
review of the reasonableness of your nonprofit’s screening process
will take into account the level of risk to participants.
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❑ Whenever a basic screening process raises red flags about an
applicant, further steps should be taken to determine whether the
red flag disqualifies the applicant.

❑ When screening individuals for coaching positions, discuss their
attitude about the sport, their sense of sportsmanship, and
motivation for wanting to be a coach. Is this attitude representative
of the goals of the program?

❑ Do not disqualify applicants based on their beliefs. Conduct, not
ideas, is an appropriate basis for exclusion. However, proselytizing
fellow employees or team members in an attempt to convert them
to one’s way of thinking is conduct and may be a basis for
exclusion.

❑ Ask only those questions necessary to determine qualifications and
suitability, and ask all questions of all applicants/candidates*.

❑ Determine whether licenses or other credentials are required for
each position and confirm that every applicant has the required
credentials before proceeding with additional steps in the screening
process.

❑ Evaluate the sufficiency of the screening processes using the
reasonableness standard. Is the process used to screen applicants for
the position of soccer coach reasonable under the circumstances?
Keep in mind that the circumstances include the resources,
environment, history, services, experience and goals of the
nonprofit.

*This guideline is intended to caution a nonprofit against posing questions that are

based on perceptions of the candidate or legally impermissible factors, such as race, age,

gender, religion or ethnicity, rather than on the requirements of the position. For

example, it would be inappropriate to ask only female candidates, “How do you feel

about traveling out of town for competitions?” While some supervisors in a nonprofit

may be clear about the inappropriateness and potential illegality of such questions, other

staff involved in screening will not be. There may be some questions that will differ

based on the past experience of the candidate, but still meet the position-related test. For

example, candidates who have spent their careers in community theater may be asked,

“Why do you want to pursue a coaching position?”

Criminal History Background Checks

A growing number of sports programs have incorporated background-
checking into their screening processes for paid and volunteer coaching
and other administrative positions. Criminal history background checks
are a species of screening: there are substantial differences from one
process to the next. For example, one youth serving organization may
hire a private screening firm that checks the candidate names it receives
against its database of records. Another nonprofit may log onto the state
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sex-offender registry and check the names of applicants against the
names on the registry. A third nonprofit may require that prospective
coaches complete fingerprint cards at the local police department and
submit these cards to the state criminal history records repository for
eventual forwarding to the FBI. Each of these nonprofits has conducted
a form of “criminal history background check,” yet there are important
differences with respect to the time the process took, the cost to the
nonprofit, and the sources checked.

At the present time, conducting fingerprint-based, FBI-level background
checks is beyond the reach of many nonprofits due to time and
expense. As a result, many nonprofits have examined alternatives, such
as checking the free, online sex-offender registries or using a private
firm that charges a minimal fee to check volunteer names against a
national database.

Organizations that opt to use the services of a private, background-
checking service must ensure that the process used is in compliance
with the requirements of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) as the law
defines the report of such record checks to be a “consumer report” and

therefore subject to the requirements of the FCRA. For
volunteers, conspicuous notification that a record check will
be made and obtaining volunteers’ written authorization
should be sufficient. For employees, an organization is
responsible for notifying the employee that a record check
will be made and that if adverse information is contained in
the report that the employee has the right to receive a copy
of the report, the source of the information and the right to
challenge erroneous information contained in the report
before the adverse action is taken. Reputable record-checking
vendors will assist you with FRCA compliance. More
information about the FCRA is available on the Federal Trade
Commission’s Web site (www.ftc.gov).

Each organization must decide for itself what process is
appropriate based on the organization’s operations and resources. Keys
to using record-checking as part of an overall risk management
approach include:

❑ recognizing that record checks serve only to uncover documented
prior criminal convictions and provide no indicator of the
likelihood an individual will commit a crime in the future;

❑ acknowledging that many incidents of abuse that involve victims
who are clients of a nonprofit are committed by first-time offenders,
including people viewed as upstanding citizens, model employees/
volunteers, or above reproach;

Online Sex-Offender Registries

An up-to-date listing (with links) of state level,

online sex-offender registries is maintained by

SEARCH, The National Consortium for Justice

Information and Statistics. The listing is

featured at the following Web page:

www.search.org/policy/nsor/state_webs.asp.

As of the date of this publication, the only

states without online registries are: Maine,

Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Rhode Island

and Washington.
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❑ remembering that conducting a criminal history background check
of applicants will not protect a nonprofit against claims alleging
negligent supervision of personnel or negligence in the delivery of
services; and

❑ understanding that background checks are only one piece of an
overall screening program, which is in turn only a part of a sports
program’s risk management efforts related to personnel. Such a
program should include written policies and procedures governing
the hiring, training, supervision and dismissal of personnel.

For additional resources on the topic of staff screening, consult the Staff
Screening Tool Kit, available at www.nonprofitrisk.org.

Harassment of Younger Workers

Unfortunately, accounts of mistreatment of young workers seem to be
on the rise. In addition to the failure to pay legally mandated wages,
employers have been found liable for permitting or ignoring sexual
harassment when the victim is a young person.

During the first half of 2003, the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission filed more than 541 cases on behalf of minors.
Approximately 99 percent of these cases allege sexual harassment of
teens. While the largest category of employer represented in these cases
is the fast food industry, sports and recreation programs that employ
teenage coaches, assistants, referees and others should operate with care
to avoid such claims. Experts in the employment field report that in
contrast with their adult counterparts, teens may be ill-prepared to
recognize illegal harassment and less certain of what steps they can take
when harassment occurs.

Nonprofit sports and recreation programs that employ young workers
should be especially sensitive to the risk of any harassment of these
young people. The organization’s efforts to prevent all forms of
harassment by paid staff, volunteers, vendors and by participants and
their parents, should consider the special circumstances of young
employees.

Supervision

As indicated in the section on screening, adequate, ongoing supervision
is essential to managing the risks associated with the delivery of sports
and recreation services. Screened staff—even those who have been
subject to a rigorous screening process—should never be allowed to
interact with, coach, or supervise vulnerable participants without
processes in place for supervision and review.
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Examples of the types of rules that some nonprofits have adopted
include:

❑ There should be at least two staff members present at all times when
working with young athletes or participants.

❑ Paid and volunteer staff should always ask a person’s permission
before touching him/her anywhere, even when responding to an
injury. This is especially true for any area that would normally be
covered by a T-shirt and shorts.

❑ Areas used for sports and recreation programs should allow easy
viewing by supervisory personnel and parents, with doors to these
areas kept open.

❑ When taking small children to the bathroom, take another adult
along, or leave the door open.

❑ The privacy of athletes in the locker rooms and showers should be
protected and intruded upon only to the extent that health and
safety considerations dictate. Adult personnel should protect their
privacy in the same situations.

❑ Staff performance reviews should be conducted no less than
annually.

❑ All overnight activities should be avoided or supervised by two or
more adults.

❑ Parents are encouraged to drop in unannounced to practices or
games.

❑ Coaches are not permitted to drive non family-member participants
to or from events.

❑ Coaches are required to have another adult roommate in hotels
while traveling to events.

❑ When on road trips, adults should not share accommodations with
children other than their own.

❑ Sports programs should inform parents of all official practices and
event schedules, including starting and ending times, and include
the caveat that if an activity does not appear on the schedule, it is
not a sanctioned activity.
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Personal Protective Equipment
Safety equipment designed to protect athletes from injury only works if the device 1) is

appropriate to the specific sport, 2) is certified by the appropriate agency, 3) is worn

consistently during play and 4) properly fits the player wearing it. Nearly 40,000 eye-

related sports injuries occur each year in the USA. When properly fitted, approved sports

eye protectors do not hinder play, and reduce the risk of significant eye injury by at least

90 percent according to several authorities. Paintball provides an example.

Paintball Safety

The most serious injuries suffered by paintball players are eye-related injuries. With

hundreds of paintballs traveling 200 miles per hour across the field, there is only one

thing that effectively protects players from severe injury—appropriate goggles. More

than 99 percent of all serious paintball injuries occur when players use the wrong type of

goggles, or no goggles at all.

According to the American Academy of Ophthalmology, incidents occur largely when a

person in an area where paintball is being played fails to wear or removes his or her

paintball goggles, particularly in unsupervised situations, or fails to wear proper eye

protection. Eye injuries also occur if the goggle lens is not seated securely, the goggle

does not fit snuggly to the face, the goggle is inadequately held onto the head, or the

goggle is improperly modified by enlarging air vents or damage occurred to the eye

other than through eye’s lens.

Preventing Paintball Eye Injuries

■ Never wear anything but goggle/mask systems made specifically for paintball. Shop

goggles, ski goggles, military goggles, motor-cross goggles, or any goggles other

than those specifically designed for paintball simply will not have the impact

resistance or total eye coverage necessary to stop 13 balls per second.

■ Only play paintball on a field that conforms to ASTM F1777 standards for field

operation.

■ ALWAYS wear goggles that conform to ASTM F1776. Do not remove goggles for any

reason while playing.

For more information on manufacturers that offer paintball eye protection, please visit

the Web site of the Protective Eyewear Certification Council, www.protecteyes.org.

Additional helpful safety tips can be found at www.tntpaintball.com/safety.html and

www.f4og.com/safetytips.html.

For a chart listing appropriate eyewear for specific sports, see the chart at

www.protecteyes.org.
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n important causal factor in many sports-related injuries or
negative events is the misbehavior of a participant or bystander.
A brand-new pitching helmet is of little use to the little leaguer

hit in the groin by a bully pitcher. A football league’s rule requiring that
players suffering any on-field injury be removed from the game is
rendered useless when a belligerent parent persuades the coach to put
his or her child back in the game.

An essential component of managing the risks associated with sports
and recreation activities is anticipating and managing the behavior of
the human beings who come out to play, to coach, to cheer and to
watch the activities sponsored by your nonprofit.

Parents
In recent years stories about inappropriate behavior by parents of young
athletes have become increasingly common. A growing number of
coaches and dedicated sports officials have walked off the field and away
from nonprofit sports program following distressing encounters with
parents. And there are few, if any experienced coaches that have not had
at least one upsetting encounter with a parent. In many cases parental
misbehavior is directed at the coach, other parents or other children
involved in the game. In some cases the angry parent’s behavior may be
extreme, such as when Jim Pierce slapped his daughter Mary at a tennis
tournament in 1991 and punched a fan at the 1993 French Open. The
World Tennis Association subsequently banned the elder Pierce from
attending professional tournaments. Newspaper headlines periodically
report incidents of parents attacking referees and umpires following
games, and many states have begun to respond by enacting laws that
make attacking a sports official a significant criminal offense.

A

CHAPTER 5

People and Sport: Managing
Expectations and Behavior
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A three-pronged approach is necessary to managing the risk of parental
misbehavior:

❏ First, a nonprofit should consider what steps it can take to prevent
inappropriate behavior by parents of participants.

❏ Second, a nonprofit should think through and train its personnel in
responding to parental complaints, outbursts and misbehavior.

❏ Third, communicate the nonprofit’s policies and requirements to
parents and other spectators and offer periodic reminders during the
season or program year.

Preventing Inappropriate Behavior

There are many strategies a youth sports program can use to reduce the
likelihood of inappropriate behavior by parents. A youth-hockey
program in Canada adopted a Fair Play Code to reduce increasing bad
behavior by parents, coaches and athletes. The foundation of the code
is a harassment and abuse policy guide that is distributed to parents and
volunteer staff before the beginning of the hockey season. The guide,
which is 20-pages in length, explains the league’s expectations and the

steps it will take when violations of the code occur. In
addition to the guide, the league has printed large signs
that echo the message of the policy that it displays at its
hockey venues. The signs read: “FAIR PLAY
FACILITY…Thanks for being a good sport!” “It’s a kid’s
game. Let them play.”

The Positive Coaching Alliance, a nonprofit based at
Stanford University (www.positivecoach.org) has
developed Honoring the Game Guidelines—thoughtful
guidelines for parents, coaches and youth sports
leaders. For additional information on any of the terms
and references contained in these guidelines, view the
document online at: www.positivecoach.org/toolbox/
honor_guidelines.html.

The guidelines featured on the next two pages are
reprinted with permission from Positive Coaching
Alliance, Stanford, CA. For more information, visit
www.PositiveCoach.org or call (650) 725-0024.

Sports-Related Stress Signs

❑ Loss of appetite

❑ Vomiting

❑ Headaches

❑ Depression

❑ Sleeping more than usual

❑ Lethargy

❑ Withdrawn from family, friends, and/or

activities

Sports-related stress can be caused by pressure

to win over learning the sport; to stick-it-out

when a player is in over skill level or interest;

from a poor relationship with coach; and/or

from never getting to play.
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Honoring the Game Guidelines For Parents,

Coaches and Youth Sports Leaders

The key to preventing adult misbehavior in youth sports is a youth
sports culture in which all involved “Honor the Game.” Honoring the
Game gets to the ROOTS of the matter and involves respect for the
Rules, Opponents, Officials, Teammates and one’s Self. You don’t bend
the rules to win. You understand that a worthy opponent is a gift that
forces you to play to your highest potential. You show respect for
officials even when you disagree. You refuse to do anything that
embarrasses your team. You live up to your own standards even if others
don’t. Here are ways that parents, coaches and league leaders can create
a positive youth sports culture so that children will have fun and learn
positive character traits to last a lifetime.

Parents

Before the Game:

1. Make a commitment to Honor the Game in action and language no
matter what others may do.

2. Tell your child before each game that you are proud of him or her
regardless of how well he or she plays.

During the Game:

1. Fill your children’s “Emotional Tank” through praise and positive
recognition so they can play their very best.

2. Don’t give instructions to your child during the game. Let the coach
correct player mistakes.

3. Cheer good plays by both teams (this is advanced behavior!)

4. Mention good calls by the official to other parents.

5. If an official makes a “bad” call against your team? Honor the
Game—BE SILENT!

6. If another parent on your team yells at an official? Gently remind
him or her to Honor the Game.

7. Don’t do anything in the heat of the moment that you will regret
after the game. Ask yourself, “Will this embarrass my child or the
team?”

8. Remember to have fun! Enjoy the game.

After the Game:

1. Thank the officials for doing a difficult job for little or no pay.

2. Thank the coaches for their commitment and effort.
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3. Don’t give advice. Instead ask your child what he or she thought
about the game and then LISTEN. Listening fills Emotional Tanks.

4. Tell your child again that you are proud of him or her, whether the
team won or lost.

Coaches

1. Model Honoring the Game in behavior and language, especially
when the official makes a “bad” call against your team.

2. Tell your players you expect them to Honor the Game regardless of
what the other team does.

3. Recognize that you are the leader of the team, which includes the
players AND their parents. Set and reinforce expectations for parent
behavior in

❑ a pre-season letter to parents

❑ a parent meeting at the beginning of season

❑ pre-game conversations at every game

4. Support the officials if your parents yell at them. Tell parents they
are to Honor the Game even if the official makes a bad call.

5. Appoint a team parent as Culture Keeper to gently remind other
parents on the sideline to Honor the Game. Make sure they have
cards, buttons, and stickers to give out.

Organization Leaders

1. Adopt Honoring the Game as the official culture of the organization
(Culture is “the way we do things here.”)

2. Use “message bombardment” to let coaches, athletes and parents
know in a variety of ways that they are expected to Honor the Game
in behavior and language.

3. Set a positive tone by showing and discussing the Honoring the
Game video with all parents and coaches at a pre-season meeting.

4. Hold Positive Play Days early in each season in which all adults
receive buttons and cards that make it clear that they are expected
to Honor the Game in their behavior and language.

5. Develop and publicize consequences for adult misbehavior similar to
yellow/red cards in soccer.

6. Reward coaches who Honor the Game at the end of each year with a
Positive Coaching Award.
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The Gold Medal Standards for Youth Sports were developed by delegates to
“Pursuing Victory With Honor—A Summit on Youth Sports,” held in
2002 and sponsored by the Josephson Institute. Participants in the
summit included leaders from prominent youth sports programs (see
www.charactercounts.org). Included in the list of standards emerging
from the summit is “7. Educate Parents to Play a Constructive Role in
the Pursuit of Objectives.” The components of this standard include:
7.1 Provide Parents With Basic Information; 7.2 Encourage Positive
Parenting; 7.3 Require Civil and Responsible Behavior; 7.4 Provide
Guidance for Constructive Attitudes and Expectations; and 7.5 Counsel
Parents to Be Attentive to the Wants and Needs of Their Children.

Some youth sports organizations have approached this task by
developing codes of conduct for parents. The Mid-New Jersey Youth
Soccer Association has developed the SAGE (Set a Good Example) Parent
Sportsmanship Pledge. The pledge, which appears at
www.westfieldnjsoccer.com/parent_pledge.htm follows:

               SAGE PARENT Sportsmanship Pledge

We respectfully ask you as a condition of your child’s participation in the
program, to please read and sign the following PARENT Sportsmanship
Pledge:

1. It is often difficult for parents to see their children in situations where
they are being evaluated, especially at a very young age. But if we
spend our time worrying too much about how they’re doing, we are
missing what should be a wonderful experience for us as well as them.
If they’re not great players, we will love them anyway for who they
are, find reasons to praise them for their accomplishments on the
field, big or small, and know that they will be great at other things.

2. The game is for the kids. We shouldn’t let our natural competitive
spirit and normal desire for glory turn into angry yelling at the kids
when they don’t fulfill our expectations. Sometimes our expectations
may be unrealistic. If they’re having fun as well as gaining confidence
by learning skills, and being coached by a person who is teaching and
mentoring without anger, that should satisfy us.

3. Winning is one goal, but only one of many goals. Fewer than half the
teams competing win their games on any given day (counting ties)
and as studies have consistently indicated, children play mainly for
the fun of it. Kids almost unanimously rate the FUN they have during
the match much higher than the score at that single moment when
the game is over.

4. We need to also remember that it is okay to lose because life is not just
about winning. We suffer setbacks at times. Learning to accept defeat
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gracefully and come back enthusiastically next time is an important
lesson to teach. As long as children try their best, they are winners on
another level even when they lose the game.

5. Coaches and referees deserve RESPECT. They make mistakes as we all do,
but whether they’re great at what they’re doing or not, we have a
responsibility to set a good example to help teach RESPECT to our
children. Yelling criticism at referees, coaches or players is inappropriate
and that behavior must be subject to penalties from the club, including
the last thing the club wants to consider, possible suspension from
attending matches. Children often reveal that they are embarrassed
when their parents shout out criticism. Referees do not change their
calls but many do decide to quit because of the abuse they take from
parents, coaches and players. Yet we wonder why we don’t have enough
referees. Coaches are giving time and effort and if they are making it a
positive FUN experience, we should RESPECT them for that.

6. Some of us are more emotional, which is good in some ways. Some of us
are calmer, which also is good in some ways. When we are emotional,
perhaps sometimes because of frustrations in other parts of our lives, it
is harder to keep ourselves under control. It can become a problem in
this setting when we yell at the kids. When they think we’re angry, it
can make them nervous and lower their self-esteem. As a result, they
may not perform as well as they can. Sometimes we don’t even realize
how angry we sound because, for one thing, our children don’t always
talk about their feelings. They may tell someone else.

7. When someone makes unsportsmanlike comments to other spectators,
children, coaches, or referees, it is often best to ignore them unless
they’re good friends. In general, when someone is excited and negative, that
is NOT the time to talk about sportsmanship. We should avoid confrontations
at all costs.

8. Even if our child has outstanding ability, we shouldn’t look too far into
the future. We need to be realistic about the question of whether they
will get a lot of playing time in high school or college. And considering
the rapidly increasing number of good players coming out of high
school, we need to be aware there are relatively few college soccer
scholarships and competition for spots on the roster will be intense.

9. Know the level of commitment expected and the policy on playing
time. If you have any questions, it is often best to ask the coach during a
quieter moment, not at a game.

10. If we keep the game in the proper perspective, we can realize that
children usually have FUN as long as we support their effort. Putting
them under pressure by being overly critical is not a good idea. If they
become anxious about their performance, they may be hesitant to try
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new skills, they may not reach their potential and their interest in the
game may decline.

11. The experience of watching children play youth sports is over all too
soon. Why not relax and have fun simply knowing that the kids are
having fun and we’re having a good time together?

Parent’s or Guardian’s Signature: ____________________________

Addressing Parental Misbehavior

Every youth sports or recreation program must think about what it will
do when a parent’s behavior violates the organization’s rules, threatens
the safety of any participant or bystander, or threatens the mission of
the nonprofit. Key personnel should receive training in how to respond
when these unfortunate incidents occur.

Tim Kotzur of Baker College in Sydney, Australia, offers the following
list of do’s and don’ts for dealing with an angry parent of a young
athlete:

Do

❑ Deal with the issue—never ignore a complaint from a parent.

❑ Listen—it is critically important to allow the parents time to explain
their concern.

❑ Empathize—Stating “I’m sorry that you feel your child has been
treated unfairly,” can be a big help in making the parents feel that
their concern is being taken seriously. A statement like this may
even serve to calm the parents’ anger.

❑ Ask questions—Asking questions with the goal of clarifying the
parent’s concern also works to reduce anger and lead in the
direction of a solution.

❑ Offer solutions—According to Kotzur, presenting several options is a
great way to demonstrate the coach’s willingness to work with the
parent to solve the problem. It is important to avoid making
promises that you cannot keep. Explain to them what you can and
cannot do.

❑ Leave the door open—Concluding the discussion with a statement
like, “Please feel free to come to me in the future if you have
additional concerns,” lets the parent know that the coach wants to
continue the coach-parent relationship and winds up a difficult
conversation on a positive note.
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Don’t

❑ Discuss the problem at the game—the playing field is never an
appropriate location for a reasoned discussion of the parent’s
complaint. Suggest another time and place for the discussion of the
parent’s complaint.

❑ Dismiss the problem or complaint—taking a defensive stand can cause
the parent’s anger to escalate.

❑ Lose your cool—one of the hardest things to do is remain cool when
being subjected to verbal abuse by a parent. But when a coach gets
angry at a parent, his or her effectiveness as a leader and
organizational representative is seriously compromised.

❑ Interrupt—allowing the parent to state his or her complaint at an
appropriate time is necessary to defusing anger.

Athletes
Misbehavior by athletes is another important risk management issue for
nonprofit sports and recreation programs. As with other groups, an
important step to preventing misbehavior is establishing and
communicating the organization’s expectations. The use of a code of
conduct or participant guidelines document is becoming increasingly
common. The sample below is for a youth activity center.

S A M P L E

Participant Guidelines for the ABC Youth Activity Center

PARTICIPANT RESPONSIBILITIES

❑ Participants shall be courteous and respectful of adults and
fellow participants.

❑ Participants shall obey rules of the facility.

❑ Participants shall show respect for city property and the
personal property of others.

PARTICIPANT BEHAVIOR

If a participant becomes aware of any potentially dangerous and/
or illegal situations regarding weapons, drugs, alcohol, fights,
property damage or theft, or has information regarding such, he/
she is requested to report it to a staff member.

PARTICIPANT BEHAVIOR RULES

The following is a list of general rules to guide participant
behavior at the ABC Youth Activity Center.
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Assault/Battery—Assault or battery, including sexual assault or battery,
upon others while at the Center is strictly prohibited. In the event an
assault or battery occurs, the center will notify and cooperate fully with
local law enforcement in the prosecution of offenders.

Bicycles—Participants may ride bicycles to the Center, providing that all
traffic laws are obeyed. Participants must wear a helmet while riding
their bicycles. Bicycles must be locked to a bike rack to prevent theft.
The Center assumes no responsibility for thefts or vandalism.

Defiance or Refusal to Obey Authority—Participants are expected to follow
the instruction of the Center’s staff. If a participant disobeys any staff
member, either by action or word, he/she will be considered defiant.
Severe defiance will result in participant’s ineligibility to participate in
future Center programs.

Dress—Participants in Center activities are expected to dress
appropriately. Neatness, cleanliness and simplicity are the keys to good
grooming. Participants’ appearance should not attract undue attention,
or be likely to lead to injury. Participants are not to wear tops that are
strapless, have spaghetti straps, are backless, reveal any bare-midsection,
or are generally worn as undergarments. The final authority for what is
appropriate, safe, clean and non-disruptive shall rest with the Center’s
staff.

Fighting—Participants should consult staff concerning any problems
they are having with other participants. If a fight occurs, all
participants, including bystanders who provoke and encourage such
behavior will be subject to suspension. The Center will suspend any
participant who causes physical injury to another person, except in self-
defense.

Gangs—Wearing, carrying or physically displaying gang paraphernalia or
making gestures that symbolize gang membership is prohibited.
Engaging in an activity that is gang related is prohibited.

Harassment/Hate Crimes—It is not permissible to harass others while at
the Center. The police department will be notified and all applicable
state and federal laws will be enforced.

Harassment, Sexual—Sexual harassment of others is strictly prohibited.

Illegal Substances, Drugs and Alcohol—The use of or possession of any
illegal substance at the Center or at any Center-sponsored activity is
grounds for immediate suspension.

Interpersonal Relationships—Appropriate personal relationships are
encouraged. However, holding hands, linking arm-in-arm, hugging and
kissing are not appropriate while at the Center.
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Substances—Permanent felt pens, aerosol spray cans of any type, glue,
and white correction fluid are not to be brought to the Center.

Swearing, Profanity—Participants are not to use profanity or vulgar
language. Swearing will not be tolerated. Participants will be counseled
to be aware of their language. The circumstances will determine if more
severe consequences are needed.

Tobacco, Possession of Tobacco and Smoking—Possession of tobacco or
cigarettes, cigarette lighters, or matches, will constitute grounds for
suspension. The Center will notify and cooperate with local law
enforcement concerning the discovery of the illegal possession of
tobacco products.

Vandalism—Damaging the Center’s property or the property of others
will not be tolerated. Depending upon circumstances, a police report
will be made. Parents will be liable to pay for damages.

Weapons, Dangerous—Participants are subject to immediate expulsion for
possession of any firearm, knife, explosive or other dangerous object at
the Center.

I have read and understand the Participant Behavior Rules described
above. I agree to abide by these rules and acknowledge that violation of
any rule could lead to discipline, up to and including immediate
expulsion.

Signature _______________________________________________________

Printed Name ________________________________ Date ______________

Coaches and Other Athletic Staff
Providing explicit instructions is an important step in preventing
misbehavior by coaches and other athletic staff members that have
successfully passed the nonprofit’s screening process. While most youth-
serving nonprofits recognize the importance of providing guidance
concerning regular job duties (such as inspecting the venues used for
sporting events) and accident response, some organizations remain
hesitant to provide explicit direction concerning personal behavior,
including relationships with athletes. It is naive to believe that
guidelines concerning personal interaction with athletes are common
sense or that the nonprofit’s screening process has filtered out any
potential predators. The best example of a directive that needs to be
stated clearly is a prohibition against staff engaging in sexual
relationships with athletes. Keep in mind that sometimes illegal
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behavior is preceded by legal, but inappropriate, behavior. It’s important
to recognize that many coaches and other athletic administrative
personnel are admired by the children they coach or supervise. It is
never appropriate for the staff of a nonprofit, including young staff
members, to encourage or permit any sexual contact or behavior with
participants.

A nonprofit sports program should instruct its paid and volunteer staff
that inappropriate and therefore impermissible behavior includes:

❑ telling sexual jokes or stories

❑ “making eyes at” or giving seductive looks

❑ discussion of one’s sex life or relationships

❑ sitting too close or lying next to a child or teen

❑ finding ways to be alone with a child or teen

❑ confiding in a child or teen about personal issues

❑ giving gifts to participants

❑ unnecessary touching

❑ any action that makes an athlete feel uncomfortable

For additional information on preventing the sexual abuse and
exploitation of children participating in nonprofit organizations, read
The Season of Hope: A Risk Management Guide for Youth-Serving Nonprofits
(information is available at www.nonprofitrisk.org).

In addition to providing behavioral guidelines that reduce the
likelihood of sexual abuse, nonprofit sport and recreation programs
should also provide clear instructions concerning:

❑ Core job responsibilities—a job description for volunteer and paid
coaches that includes role descriptions and expectations, and
regular performance reviews are the most important tools in
communicating the nonprofit’s expectations.

❑ Crisis management—the nonprofit’s policy and procedures
concerning the evacuation of its facilities or responding to any
emergency—what does it expect and require coaching and other
athletic staff to do?

❑ Accident reporting—what should coaches do (and not do) when an
accident occurs? What documentation is required for incidents,
accidents, or near-miss situations that indicate a safety concern, and
when and to whom reports must be submitted?

❑ Safety rules and procedures—for example, lifeguards may be instructed
to limit conversations to 10 seconds or less, in order to avoid
distraction from their duties. All athletic staff need to understand
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their roles and responsibilities in enforcing the organization’s safety
measures.

❑ Athlete and staff interaction—what are the nonprofit’s rules
concerning out-of-program contact, as well as resolving issues that
arise?

Several of the standards in the Gold Medal Standards for Youth Sports
mentioned earlier, refer to specific expectations and requirements of
coaches. For example, Standard 5 reads: “5. Educate Coaches to Achieve
Program Objectives” and Standard 6 reads, “6. Train Officials to Achieve
Program Objectives.” (See www.charactercounts.org for more
information.)
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Epilogue

reating a risk management program in a youth sports or
recreation program is neither rocket science nor child’s play. It
does not require volumes of technical expertise to create or

expand a program, but it must be approached thoughtfully or it will be
of minimal value. Whether you are committed to developing a program
for the first time or broadening the reach of existing risk management
and safety programs in your nonprofit, you will want to avoid the
following common pitfalls:

❑ Do not create a program that is so ambitious your agency will be
unable to maintain it over time. It is admirable to want to tend to
all of the risks an organization faces. But spreading the resources of
an organization too thin may increase, rather than reduce, exposure
to liability.

❑ Do not try to manage risk by involving only senior managers in
your agency. While the insights of respected professionals are
important, the folks on the playing field, in the bleachers and in the
locker rooms also have a valuable perspective on the agency’s risks.

❑ Do not view your insurance coverage as an adequate risk
management program. Remember that insurance is a risk-financing
tool that has little or no effect on whether losses and injuries
happen. Insurance pays for medical treatment, replaces damaged
property and pays the defense attorney’s invoice; it does not protect
the nonprofit’s reputation, restore morale or erase a loss from the
agency’s history.

If you want to avoid the above missteps, how can you navigate your
program to success? Here are a few suggested approaches.

❑ Connect to colleagues. Put the difficult lessons learned by other sports
and recreation programs to work in your nonprofit. What losses,
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crises or events have unfolded at a neighboring organization (or a
member of your national association or network)? What can you
learn from these lessons to avoid the same fate for your program? If
your nonprofit is at a crossroads with respect to the development of
a new policy or safety program, ask colleagues how they have dealt
with the same issues you are confronting.

❑ Focus on the big picture: your mission. A risk management program
that eviscerates the mission of a sports program is comparable to
ignoring safety issues. Keep your mission at the forefront of all
discussions about risk management and safety, and remain guided
by the purpose of the organization as you identify and take steps to
protect your athletes, your reputation, and your financial assets.

❑ Ask for help. Most nonprofits cannot survive without receiving at
least occasional advice and assistance from someone on the outside.
An objective view of your circumstances and the sage advice from an
experienced professional is worth far more than what you will pay
the expert. And in many cases your agency will be able to obtain
valuable assistance from someone willing to provide it on a pro
bono basis. Seek advice and learn to give thoughtful consideration
to what you are hearing.

❑ Learn to see missteps as detours, not roadblocks. Roadblocks—events or
circumstances that stop a nonprofit’s mission in its tracks are rare.
Detours—events that require the organization’s leaders to chart a
new path—are common. When a crisis erupts in your nonprofit, you
need to be ready to evaluate alternate routes to insure the survival of
your important mission. Do not let the detours get you down.

❑ Use common sense. While a high-tech security system may make you
feel secure, requiring that visitors at your recreation center sign in
before admitting them to the organization’s programs is a
economical alternative when the price of the security system is
beyond your budget. While you will not be able to prevent harm
100 percent of the time, you can provide appropriate training,
proper equipment, and supervise your staff.

A nonprofit that takes these lessons to heart, that learns from its
stumbles and fumbles, and keeps its mission as the goal, will win more
from the community than pennants, trophies and impressive stats. The
prize will be valued in years to come by all the athletes your nonprofit
encourages, by the coaches it trains, and by the parents and other
spectators who cheer for their teams.
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Resources on Sports and Recreation Risk Management

American Academy of Ophthalmology
P.O. Box 7424
San Francisco, CA 94120-7424
P: (415) 561-8500
F: (415) 561-8533
www.aao.org

American Academy of Pediatrics
141 Northwest Point Boulevard
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007-1098
P: (847) 434-4000
F: (847) 434-8000
www.aap.org

American Canoe Association
7432 Alban Station Boulevard
Suite B-232
Springfield, VA 22150
(703) 451-0141
www.acanet.org

The American Canoe Association offers a variety of safety resources,
including a Paddlers’ safety checklist, Rules of the Road for Paddlers, and
Paddlesport Safety Guidelines.

American College of Sports Medicine
401 West Michigan Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202-3233
P: (317) 637-9200
F: (317) 634-7817
www.acsm.org

The ACSM Web site offers a free pdf  titled “Calculate Your Heart Rate”;
back issues of Fit Society with such features as “Youth, Sports & Health,”
“Exercise Safety,” and “Performance Issues for Parents”; and “Current
Comments”—short articles on such topics as “Football Helmet
Removal,” “Heat and Hydration in Young Tennis Players,”
“Preparticipation Physical Exams,” and “Preseasoning Conditioning for
Young Athletes.”
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The American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine
6300 North River Road, Suite 500
Rosemont, IL 60018
Toll free: (877) 321-3500
P: (847) 292-4900
F: (847) 292-4905
E-mail: aossm@aossm.org
www.sportsmed.org

The society is a world leader in sports medicine education, research,
communication and fellowship. “Ask the Sports Doctor” is a periodically
updated feature of the AOSSM Web site. To Ask the Sports Doctor a
Question, e-mail your question to sportsdoc@aossm.org. Read archived
Q/A on the Web site. Topics include: shoulder injuries, stretching
exercises, knee injuries, sprains & strains, the female athlete, the aging
athlete, golfing injuries, overuse injuries, skiing and snowboarding
injuries, foot & ankle injuries, soft tissue injuries, and sports
participation for the disabled.

American Red Cross National Headquarters
431 18th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006
Phone: (202) 303-4498
www.redcross.org

The American Red Cross, through its chapter networkk, offers First Aid,
CPR and Automated External Defibrillator (AED) courses. Check the
Web site for the chapter in your community for course schedules or to
arrange for on-site training.

Sport Safety Training
The American Red Cross and the United States Olympic Committee
have joined forces to develop a course specifically for coaches who want
to keep their athletes safe. This 6 ½-hour course teaches coaches how to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to sports-related injuries and
emergencies. The class is suitable for coaches working with any level of
athletics, from children to adults. The course features video and
classroom instruction-plus a handy reference book for use during
competition and practices. The course covers: sports-related injury
prevention, first aid care, adult CPR, and child CPR (optional, additional
time required). This course may not be available in all locations—check
your local ARC Chapter course schedule.
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The American Sport Education Program
1607 N. Market Street
P.O. Box 5076
Champaign, IL 61825-5076
P: (217) 351-5076
F: (217) 351-2674
E-mail: asep@hkusa.com
www.asep.com

The American Sport Education Program (ASEP) provides educational
courses and books, videos, and software for coaches, officials, sport
administrators, athletes, and parents of athletes. Through a partnership
with the National Federation of State High School Associations, ASEP
provides coaching education to more than 35,000 high school coaches
each year, making ASEP the most widely used coaching education
program in the United States. Thirteen national governing bodies for
Olympic sport use ASEP’s programs, and more than 200 colleges and
universities teach ASEP courses or use ASEP resources.

Character Counts! Sports
Box 90899
Los Angeles, CA  90009
(800) 711-2670
www.charactercounts.org

The “Gold Medal Standards for Youth Sports” referenced in this text is a
central component of the Pursuing Victory with Honor sportsmanship
campaign, an initiative of the Character Counts! Coalition, a project of
the Josephson Institute of Ethics. For more information, call (800) 711-
2670 or visit www.charactercounts.org.

Disabled Sports USA
451 Hungerford Drive, Suite 100
Rockville, MD 20850
P: 301-217-0960
F: 301-217-0968
www.dsusa.org/contacts.html

A national nonprofit organization was established in 1967 by disabled
Vietnam veterans to serve the war injured. Now called DS/USA, it offers
nationwide sports rehabilitation programs to anyone with a permanent
physical disability. Activities include winter skiing, water sports,
summer and winter competitions, fitness and special sports events.
Participants include those with visual impairments, amputations, spinal
cord injury, dwarfism, multiple sclerosis, head injury, cerebral palsy, and
other neuromuscular and orthopedic conditions.

KidsHealth for Kids
A Project of the Nemours Foundation
http://kidshealth.org/kid/watch/out/sport_safety.html

“Playing It Safe with Sports Safety,” “How to Be a Good Sport,” “Taking
the Pressure off Sports Competition” and other articles aimed at kids to
read online, e-mail to their friends and print to give to their team
members.
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Kids Sports Network
8206 Roughrider, Suite #104
San Antonio, TX 78239-2449
P: (210) 654-4707
www.ksnusa.org

KSN is a nonprofit organization promoting quality non-school sports
and fitness for children between the ages of 3 and 19 through coaches
education, special events and activities, public awareness and regular
networking with youth sports organizations and agencies.

MEDLINEplus: Sports Safety
www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/sportssafety.html

Search Medline for recent articles on sports safety. Some examples are
bicycle helmets, mouth guards, baseball safety and safety-tips for water
skiing. Medline also has a section on sports injuries.

National Alliance for Youth Sports
2050 Vista Parkway
West Palm Beach, FL 33411
P: (561) 684-1141
F: (561) 684-2546
(800) 729-2057
(800) 688-KIDS
www.nays.org

The National Alliance For Youth Sports is the nation’s leading youth
sports educator and advocate with nine national programs that educate
volunteer coaches, parents, youth sport program administrators, and
officials about their roles and responsibilities in the context of youth
sports, in addition to offering youth development programs to children.
Alliance programs are provided at the local level through dynamic
partnerships with more than 2,000 community-based organizations
such as parks and recreation departments, Boys and Girls Clubs, Police
Athletic Leagues, YMCA/YWCAs, and other independent youth service
groups throughout the country. The Alliance also has a strong presence
on military installations worldwide, including every Air Force base.

National Amateur Baseball Federation
P. O. Box 705,
Bowie, MD 20718
P/F: 301-262-5005
E-Mail: NABF1914@aol.com
www.nabf.com

NABF is a nonprofit organization, in its 90th season, hosting regional
and national Championship tournaments held coast to coast. These
tournaments range in age divisions from 10 and under to unlimited age.
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National Athletic Trainers Association
2952 Stemmons Freeway
Dallas, TX 75247-6916
(214) 637-6282
F: (214) 637-2206
www.nata.org

NATA membership spans the globe and includes more than 27,000
allied health care professionals. NATA members can be found in schools,
on the sidelines of professional sports, in hospitals and clinics, and in
the industrial setting as the profession that began with college sports
expands to guard the safety of all people involved in physical activity.
Tips on their Web site are found under Public Information—Parents and
Consumer Information.

National Council of Youth Sports
7185 S.E. Seagate Lane
Stuart, FL 34997
P: 772-781-1452
F: 772-781-7298
E-mail: youthspts@aol.com
http://ncys.org

NCYS membership comprises the who’s who of the youth sport
industry, representing more the 38 million boys and girls in organized
youth sports programs across the United States. Some of its members are
Little League Baseball, Pop Warner Football, American Youth Soccer,
AAU-Amateur Athletic Union and many U.S. Olympic Committee
governing bodies.

NCYS is the voice of youth sports in Washington, DC, advocating the
protection of land for athletic fields and facilities and physical activity;
providing cutting-edge professional leadership training, producing
regular Research Reports on Trends and Participation in Youth Sports; and
offering responsible programming to assist youth sports administrators
with high integrity special projects, such as reliable and affordable
background checks for volunteers.

National Intramural-Recreational Sports Association
4185 SW Research Way
Corvallis, OR 97333-1067
P: (541) 766-8211
F: (541) 766-8284
E-mail: nirsa@nirsa.org
www.nirsa.org

NIRSA is a non-profit membership organization serving a network of
more than 4,000 highly trained professionals, students and Associate
Members in the recreational sports field throughout the United States,
Canada and other countries. It is the leading organization in many
areas: training and professional development, intramural sports, sport
clubs, recreation facilities, fitness programming, outdoor recreation,
wellness programs, informal recreation and aquatic programs. Of
NIRSA’s 740 Institutional members, 94 percent come from college and
university recreational sports programs. NIRSA’s member institutions
represent nearly seven million college students, of whom an estimated
five and a half million participate in recreational programs.
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National SAFE KIDS Campaign
1301 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 1000
Washington, DC 20004
Pl: (202) 662-0600
F: (202) 393-2072
www.safekids.org

The National SAFE KIDS Campaign is the first and only national
nonprofit organization dedicated solely to the prevention of
unintentional childhood injury—the number one killer of children ages
14 and under. Read free articles on Sports and Recreation, Bike Safety
Tips, and Playground Safety Tips on the SafeKids Web site.

National Youth Sport Safety Foundation
One Beacon Street, Suite 3333
Boston, MA 02108
P: (617) 277-1171
F: (617) 722-9999
E-mail: nyssf@aol.com
www.nyssf.org

The National Youth Sports Safety Foundation, Inc. is a national non-
profit, educational organization dedicated to reducing the number and
severity of injuries youth sustain in sports and fitness activities. The
NYSSF provides current information on sports injury prevention from
national medical, sports, and allied health organizations, and from
Medline (a database of biomedical literature from journals world-wide).
The Foundation’s main activities include: Clearinghouse for
Information, resource center, speakers bureau and coaching education.

Paintball Safety Tips
www.f4og.com/safetytips.html

Positive Coaching Alliance
375 Santa Teresa Street
Stanford, CA 94305
P: (650) 725-0024
www.positivecoach.org

Positive Coaching Alliance (PCA) is a nonprofit organization based at
Stanford University. PCA was created to transform the culture of youth
sports to give all young athletes the opportunity for a positive,
character-building experience. Positive Coaching Alliance has developed
practical tools to change the culture of youth sports and is making them
available to coaches, parents, league organizers and others who will fire
this movement. The Web site is divided into sections for coaches,
parents and leaders.

Protective Eyewear Certification Council
www.protecteyes.org
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Safer Child Inc.
P.O. Box 48151
Spokane, WA 99228-1151
lrogers@saferchild.org
www.saferchild.org

Safer Child’s mission is dedicated to providing parents, caregivers and
educators worldwide with the resources and information they need in
order to help all children grow up healthy, safe and happy. Web site
offers section on Sports Safety and Fitness advice. Examples are
“Preventing Violence in Sports,” “How Young Is Too Young?” and
“Sportsmanship.”

Special Olympics
1325 G Street, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005 USA
P: (202) 628-3630
F: (202) 824-0200
www.specialolympics.org

Children and adults with mental retardation who participate in Special
Olympics develop improved physical fitness and motor skills, greater
self-confidence and a more positive self-image. They grow mentally,
socially and spiritually and, through their activities, exhibit boundless
courage and enthusiasm, enjoy the rewards of friendship and ultimately
discover not only new abilities and talents but “their voices,” as well.
Special Olympics offers opportunities to compete, volunteer or become a
certified coach. They have an athlete, a volunteer and a coach Code of
Conduct available on their Web site.

T.N.T. Paintball
www.tntpaintball.com

The T.N.T. Paintball Web site offers extensive list of FAQs about the
game, including safety rules, hints and tips.

USA Hockey, Inc.
1775 Bob Johnson Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80906-4090
www.usahockey.com

USA Hockey, Inc., is the national governing body for the sport of
hockey in the United States. As such, its mission is to promote the
growth of hockey in America and provide the best possible experience
for all participants by encouraging, developing, advancing and
administering the sport.

USA Swimming, the Olympic National Governing Body
One Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
P: (719) 866.4578

U.S. Olympic Committee
www.olympic-usa.org
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US Youth Soccer
1717 Firman Drive, Suite 900
Richardson, Texas 75081
(800) 4-Soccer
www.usyouthsoccer.org

US Youth Soccer is nonprofit and educational organization whose
mission is to foster the physical, mental and emotional growth and
development of America’s youth through the sport of soccer at all levels
of age and competition. The organization’s job is also to make it fun,
and instill in young players a lifelong passion for the sport. The Web site
offers recent news for players, parents, coaches, referees and
administrators. Under resources find downloadable information on
diverse topics dealing with soccer and its management.

Employment Resources: Federal and State Labor Departments
Nonprofit sports and recreation programs are subject to a range of
federal and state employment laws.

U.S. Department of
Labor
www.DOL.gov
The Fair Labor Standards Act
is listed under the Wages
section of the Web site.

Alabama
Department of Industrial
Relations
(334) 242-8990
www.dir.state.al.us

Alaska
Department of Labor
(907) 465-2700
www.labor.state.ak.us

Arizona
State Labor Department
(602) 542-4515
www.ica.state.az.us

Arkansas
Department of Labor
(501) 682-4500
www.state.ar.us/labor

California
Department of Industrial
Relations
(415) 703-4810
www.dir.ca.gov

Colorado
Department of Labor and
Employment
(303) 318-8000
www.coworkforce.com

Connecticut
Labor Department
(860) 263-6505
www.ctdol.state.ct.us

Delaware
Department of Labor
(302) 761-8200
www.delawareworks.com

District of Columbia
Department of Employment
Services
(202) 671-1900
http://
does.ci.washington.dc.us/
main.shtm

Florida
Department of Business and
Professional Regulation
(850) 488-3131
www.state.fl.us/dbpr/ or
www.MyFlorida.com
(Farm labor and child labor)
Agency for Workforce
Innovation
(850) 488-7228
www.floridajobs.org/ or
www.MyFlorida.com
(Employment-related svcs)
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Georgia
Department of Labor
(404) 656-3011
www.dol.state.ga.us

Guam
Department of Labor
(671) 475-0106
www.labor.gov.gu

Hawaii
Department of Labor and
Industrial Relations
(808) 586-8865
www.dlir.state.hi.us

Idaho
Department of Labor
(208) 334-6112
www.labor.state.id.us

Illinois
Department of Labor
(312) 793-1808
www.state.il.us/agency/idol

Indiana
Department of Labor
(317) 232-2378
www.state.in.us/labor or
teenworker.org

Iowa
Iowa Workforce
Development
(515) 281-5387
1 (800) 562-4692
Division of Labor Services
(515) 281-3606
www.iowaworkforce.org/
labor

Kansas
Department of Human
Resources
(785) 296-7474
www2.hr.state.ks.us
Kentucky
Kentucky Labor Cabinet
(502) 564-3070
www.kylabor.net

Louisiana
Department of Labor
(225) 342-3011
www.ldol.state.la.us

Maine
Department of Labor
(207) 287-3787or (207) 624-
6400
www.state.me.us/labor

Maryland
Secretary
Department of Labor,
Licensing and Regulation
(410) 230-6020, ext. 1393
www.dllr.state.md.us

Massachusetts
Department of Labor &
Work Force Development
(617) 727-6573
www.detma.org/index.htm
or www.state.ma.us

Michigan
Department of Consumer &
Industry Services
(517) 373-3034
www.michigan.gov/bwuc

Minnesota
Department of Labor and
Industry
(651) 284-5010
www.doli.state.mn.us

Mississippi
Employment Security
Commission
(601) 961-7400
www.mesc.state.ms.us

Missouri
Labor and Industrial
Relations Commission
(573) 751-2461
www.dolir.state.mo.us

Montana
Department of Labor and
Industry
(406) 444-9091
http://dli.state.mt.us

Nebraska
Department of Labor
(402) 471-3405
www.dol.state.ne.us/
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Nevada
Office of the Nevada Labor
Commissioner
(702) 486-2650
www.LaborCommissioner.com

New Hampshire
Department of Labor
(603) 271-3171
www.labor.state.nh.us

New Jersey
New Jersey Department of
Labor
(609) 292-2323
www.state.nj.us/labor/
index.html

New Mexico
Department of Labor
(505) 841-8409
www3.state.nm.us/dol/
dol_home.html

New York
Department of Labor
(518) 457-2741 or (212)
352-6000
www.labor.state.ny.us

North Carolina
Department of Labor
(919) 807-2796 (toll-free NC
only) 1 (800) NCLABOR
www.nclabor.com

North Dakota
Department of Labor
(701) 328-2660
www.state.nd.us/labor/

Ohio
Division of Labor and
Worker Safety
(614) 644-2239
www.state.oh.us/ohio/
agency.htm

Oklahoma
Department of Labor
(405) 528-1500, ext. 200
www.state.ok.us/~okdol

Oregon
Bureau of Labor and
Industries
(503) 731-4070
www.boli.state.or.us

Pennsylvania
Department of Labor and
Industry
(717) 787-3756
www.dli.state.pa.us

Puerto Rico
Department of Labor &
Human Resources
(787) 754-2119 or 2120
www.osha.gov/oshdir/
stateprogs/Puerto_Rico.html

Rhode Island
Department of Labor and
Training
(401) 462-8870
www.det.state.ri.us

South Carolina
Department of Labor,
Licensing & Regulations
(803) 896-4300
www.llr.state.sc.us

South Dakota
Department of Labor
(605) 773-3101
www.state.sd.us/dol/
dol.htm

Tennessee
Department of Labor
(615) 741-6642
www.state.tn.us/labor-wfd/

Texas
Texas Workforce
Commission
(512) 463-0735
www.twc.state.tx.us

Utah
Utah Labor Commission
(801) 530-6880
www.labor.state.ut.us
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Vermont
Department of Labor & Industry
(802) 828-2288
www.state.vt.us/labind

Virgin Islands
Department of Labor
(340) 773-1994, ext. 230
www.usvi.org/labor

Virginia
Department of Labor and Industry
(804) 786-2377
www.dli.state.va.us

Washington
Department of Labor & Industries
(360) 902-4203
www.lni.wa.gov

West Virginia
Division of Labor
(304) 558-7890
www.state.wv.us/labor

Wisconsin
Department of Workforce Development
(608) 266-7552
www.dwd.state.wi.us

Wyoming
Department of Employment
(307) 777-7672
http://wydoe.state.wy.us/

Criminal History Background Check Resources

IntelliCorp
6001 Cochran Road
Suite 200
Solon, OH 44139
440.505.0238
https://www2.intellicorp.net/new/default.asp

IntelliCorp is a nationwide provider of online criminal records, driving
records and other public records. Access to the company’s online
information is made available through an internet-based system.
IntelliCorp recently entered into a partnership with the National
Council of Youth Sports (NCYS).
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VolunteerSelectSM

1000 Alderman Drive
Mail Box 71-E
Alpharetta, GA  30005
(800) 342-5339
www.volunteerselect.com

VolunteerSelectSM is a national vendor of record checks. Included in the
company’s menu of service is access to ChoicePoint National Criminal
File, a database containing 77 criminal records. It is a service of Choice
Point, Inc. Information about VolunteerSelectSM may be found at their
Web site: www.volunteerselect.com.
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